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Summary and recommendations

Since the establishment of the World Trade Organisation
(WTO) in 1995, a set of essentially global, but relatively
esoteric and obscure, legal rules on patents, plant variety

protection and other forms of ‘intellectual property’ are affect-
ing the future of food and farming, especially for people in
low- and middle-income countries. The Food Ethics Council
believes that more widespread understanding of the nature
and effects of these rules on our food future is needed. A grow-
ing number of bodies are becoming concerned about these
issues and the UK Government’s Commission on Intellectual
Property Rights reported on its wide-ranging conclusions on
intellectual property and development just as we were finish-
ing this report. 

Our aim is to encourage wider discussion of these rules in
the UK and our report focuses on innovation aimed at farming
and its possible impact on people in low- and middle-income
countries. They have the most urgent needs and are also cus-
todians of the crucial agricultural biodiversity upon which we
all depend for our long-term food security. We have concerns
about the way the rules were arrived at and are being imple-
mented and extended, the possible adverse consequences
they may have for the food security of the poorest people on
earth, and the nature of the rules themselves. 

Our report briefly outlines some general issues arising in
intellectual property before discussing the international agree-
ments that affect us, in particular the Agreement on the Trade-
Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) in
WTO. Owing to its complexity and the range of other institu-
tions involved we provide greater details in Annex 1. We high-
light our specific recommendations in bold within the various
chapters and make more general recommendations in the final
chapter.

We try to draw out the ethical issues concerning notions of
freedom, fairness, utility, intergenerational justice, respect for
intrinsic value, and agricultural biodiversity. We look at issues
arising for farming from four angles – those of inventors and
innovation, farmers, citizens and agricultural biodiversity. 

We find that there are considerable ethical concerns aris-
ing from these issues. In particular:

• the process of rule-making on IP is unbalanced and unfair.
The very wide range of people affected by the rules and regu-
lations of the WTO on intellectual property were not involved
in their making; in the main, they were determined in the pri-
vate interests of a few, in a manner not open and transparent. 

• the impact of such rules is potentially detrimental, not only
for public good agricultural research and development (R&D)
and agricultural biodiversity but could prove to be counter-
productive, indeed disadvantageous for smallholder farmers
and many people in low- and middle-income countries.

• there appears little justification for these rules to be applied
to agriculture in a global way. The major beneficiaries appear
to be a few industries and governments of industrialised coun-
tries anxious to foster, develop and control the use of modern
biotechnology for national economic advantage.

We recommend that:
• in general, the language used in these debates should be
changed to more accurately reflect the reality of the instru-
ments created – shifting from ‘rights’ to ‘privileges’ and from
‘property’ to ‘monopoly’. Hence we suggest use of the term
‘intellectually-based monopoly privileges (IMPs)’ rather than
intellectual property rights (IPRs) to give greater emphasis to
the social basis on which they are granted, the reality of what
they do and the balance that needs to be achieved in their
design and application. 

• the rule making process is made more just and equitable 
- by expressly including smallholder farmers, poor con-

sumer and traditional and indigenous communities in
shaping policies nationally and internationally, to make
the whole process more representative of their interests. 

- by strengthening the capacity of low- and middle-income
countries to negotiate on these issues and develop appro-
priate legislation.

• IP rules be balanced by introducing and enforcing the nec-
essary anti-trust and liability rules and other international
agreements on biodiversity and plant genetic resources for
food and agriculture. 

• special and differential treatment should apply to food and
farming in low- and middle-income countries with the existing
rules being modified to differentiate between the needs of dif-
ferent sectors and countries in agriculture, so that, for example: 

- patent terms may be varied according to the subject mat-
ter and level of economic development.

- the exclusionary element of patents, plant variety protec-
tion and other forms of IP is rethought for processes and
products of importance to food production, with a view
to providing a right to reward for use, if necessary, but
denying the right to exclude others from using processes,
products and knowledge necessary for food security.

- broad patents on research tools and processes and copy-
right restrictions on basic information should be avoided. 

• a major rethink commence on the nature of research and
development, the appropriate links between them and the way
IP and other rules affect the direction of research. Aim to  keep
basic research knowledge open, transparent and freely shared,
and separate it from the development of products by private
interests in a competitive market environment.

• a food system-wide study of the uses and role of IPP and its
effects on the system’s operation, functioning and market
structures, of how the rules on IPP affect the shape of R&D and
are used in influencing consumer habits.

• recognition be given to the intrinsic value of agricultural bio-
diversity and mechanisms be developed to maintain and
develop this in all countries.

• all governments sign and implement a binding, effective ver-
ification protocol to the Biological and Toxin Weapons
Convention.



Various forms of intellectual property (IP), in partic-
ular patents and plant breeders rights, increasingly
influence what food and feed is grown and sold

around the world. Some forms of IP are used to help
shape our eating habits while others underpin many con-
troversial developments in modern biotechnology, espe-
cially genetic engineering. Yet unlike food, farming or
even new developments in biotechnology, few of us in
Britain know much about them. 

We meet IP as consumers, for example, when we
respond to adverts that encourage our children to want to
eat certain food products or in places that are branded.
Brands are trademarks, a form of IP, that can provide some
guarantee about the nature of the product or service on
offer but can also be, when linked to advertising and mar-
keting, a powerful influence on what we buy. If they buy
a rose or other ornamental plant from a garden centre, gar-
deners may find a note attached saying they are not
allowed to take cuttings or otherwise propagate the plants
they buy. The same may be the case for vegetable grow-
ers, with restrictions placed on their saving seed. This is
possible because the holders of another form of IP, in this
case plant breeders’ rights (PBRs), can legally exclude
people from doing things they might otherwise have
done, like replant seed.

“‘Intellectual property’ is a twentieth-century generic
term used to refer to a group of legal regimes which began
their existence independently of each other and at differ-
ent times in different places"1 These different forms pro-
vide creators and inventors with legal protection from
someone copying or using their work or invention without
permission. Some protect the intellectual knowledge
behind technological innovations (patents) and others
protect creative works such as books, films and music
(copyright). They also include trademarks such as those
connected with branded goods, geographical indications
like Stilton cheese and champagne, and trade secrets such
as the formula for Coca Cola. These different forms of IP
are an invented kind of intangible property – yet just as
valuable as oil, gold or land for some. Societies construct
the rules governing them through political processes
dependent on power plays for their outcomes2. They are
not like a natural phenomenon such as gravity waiting to
be discovered. In today’s knowledge-based market econ-
omy, control of so-called ‘intellectual property rights’
(IPRs) helps in controlling markets, and influences the dis-
tribution of wealth and power.

This fifth report of the Food Ethics Council begins to
explore the impact of intellectual property on that essen-
tial commodity for all – food. Ideally, this report should be
read alongside our earlier reports – Novel Foods: Beyond

Nuffield (1999) and Farming Animals for Food (2001) -
since the IP regime is closely linked to the way new tech-
nology is being developed. Those reports principally
addressed the ethical issues arising from the growth of
new technologies themselves. 

Here we focus on the less visible but no less important
rules that help decide what technologies are developed,
how and who gets what out of innovations. We try to draw
out the ethical issues concerning notions of freedom, fair-
ness, utility, intergenerational justice, respect for intrinsic
value, and biodiversity. The analysis is informed by the
framework called the ethical matrix used in our previous
reports. This report has a global focus on IP rules, and
pays particular attention to their implications for farming
in low- and middle-income countries. This is because the
creation of the World Trade Organisation, which includes
an Agreement on the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS), has led to the most rapid exten-
sion of IP rules in history and often into agriculture for the
first time in many of these countries.

Historically, IP rules have been a matter of national
decision-making based on national economic develop-
ment needs. Individual states pursued their national inter-
est with international treaties usually originating in Europe
and the United States and which were then adopted by
interested states. Countries copied technologies from each
other, selectively offered patent rights, for example, to
domestic inventors over foreign nationals, or simply did
not allow any patents on some products such as medi-
cines. Some did not fully adopt the international rules. For
example, until the mid-1980s the USA protected the
domestic printing industry by denying copyright to foreign
authors unless their books were printed domestically.
Today, patents still must be applied for in each country,
although there are mechanisms to enable companies to
apply for them in many countries at a time through the
World Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO). WIPO
was the place where international discussion and negotia-
tions about IP was held – until TRIPS. Under WIPO coun-
tries were free to sign up to each of the various
agreements individually – and that was the problem for
those industries and countries that wanted a global IP
regime in their economic interests.

By introducing IP rules into the WTO and making them
subject to its binding disputes procedure, as we discuss in
more detail in section 3, proponents of a strong IP regime
have made it possible for non-compliant WTO Members
to face trade sanctions in any area if they fail to live up to
its rules. This is arguably the main reason why IP was
introduced into the WTO, where it stands alongside goods
and services (Figure 1), instead of WIPO. The other inter-
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1Drahos P (1996) A Philosophy of Intellectual Property.
Aldershot: Dartmouth, p 14
2May C (2000) A Global Political Economy of Intellectual
Property Rights – The New Enclosures? Routledge: London

1. Introduction



national agreements affecting IP and agriculture require
states to do considerable work to turn their commitments
into rules and regulations. They have no enforcement
mechanism and produce ‘soft’ law rather than the ‘hard’
law of TRIPS.

The strengthening and extension of the IP regime has
led to a range of concerns about its impact on low- and
middle-income countries, especially concerning its effects
on health – from access to AIDS drugs in Africa to basic
diagnostic techniques for screening for breast cancer3.
Similar concerns are being raised about food by a range of
academics and development agencies such as Action Aid
and Oxfam. These include its effects on who does what
research and development, how and whether smallholder
farmers can continue farming, especially in low- and mid-
dle-income countries, and the increasing concentration of
power in the various sectors of the food system. Others
concern the way in which these rules were agreed and
extended globally and the continued pressures for coun-
tries to adopt ever higher standards of protection. A cen-
tral issue is whether the new IP regime strikes the right
balance of interests between those affected by it, and
whether it is embedded in a broader regime that can curb
the tendency to monopoly and abuse that IP can give rise
to (such as cartels). 

The UK government recognised the complexities and
concerns about IP in its White Paper on International
Development in 2000 and set up a Commission on
Intellectual Property Rights (CIPR) to consider "how intel-
lectual property rules might need to develop in the future
to take greater account of the interests of developing
countries and poor people"4. The Commission reported to
the Secretary of State for International Development in the
Department for International Development (DFID) in

September 2002 just as we were completing our report5.
We hope our report will contribute to a broader discussion
of these issues in Britain and to the follow-up that takes
place on the food and farming side of CIPR’s report.

Concerns about the impact of IP in food are part of a
larger concern about how the current IP regime affects
society. The proponents of a strong IP regime globally
argue that it provides the necessary incentive, proper
reward and required security for investment in research
and development (R&D) to produce life-improving inno-
vations. James Boyle, professor of law at Duke Law School
argues that the effects will be widespread and not as ben-
eficial as the proponents suggest. He helped draft the
Bellagio Declaration which argued that: "The blandish-
ments of the international information industries notwith-
standing, more intellectual property rights may actually
mean less innovation, less heterogeneity in culture and
environment and a less informed world of public debate."6

IPRs, he argues, are being used as part of a new round of
enclosures in what were formerly the ‘global commons’ –
including genetic information encoded in the genes of
people, plants, animals and microorganisms7. 

Others see stronger, global, IPRs resulting in a new
form of "feudalism". This is because they will alter social
relations in ways that mean individuals never ‘own’ enti-
ties like software or seeds. Instead purchasers are only
licensed by their corporate rights holders to use them in
very limited ways and are excluded from socially impor-
tant acts normally associated with real property – the abil-
ity to lend, share, give away or sell it8. Thus, the issues
surrounding IP go far beyond food and agriculture and
beyond the scope of what we can deal with in this report.
We can only briefly sketch out some of the issues in this
report.

1.1 IP in the food system
The effects of the globalisation of IP rules on the nature
and structure of the food system are likely to be extensive,
complex and often indirect. The various forms of IP are
tools used by various actors – input suppliers, traders,
manufacturers/ processors, distributors and caterers rather
than farmers and consumers – largely in the industrialised
world’s food system. This complex web connects various
components including the biological, economic and polit-
ical, and social and cultural [Box 1]. Within this web, the
various actors are engaged in a struggle over who will
have power and control over the future supplies of food,
and how the benefits and risks arising from different activ-
ities will be distributed. IP affects these factors and is relat-
ed to how the different actors manage their operations9.

Of course, there are differences within any group of
actors, eg between small and large farmers or corner shop
and multiple retailers. These differences affect how well
each can use the different forms of IP, as does the market
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3The people vs patents and Westphal S P (2002) Your
money or your life. New Scientist 13.7.02, 175 2351, p 3
and pp 29-33
4HMSO (2000) Eliminating World Poverty: Making
Globalisation Work for the Poor. London: HMSO Cm5006
p 47
5CIPR (2002) Integrating Intellectual Property Rights and
Development Policy. Report of the Commission on

Intellectual Property Rights, London: CIPR. www.iprcom-
mission.org
6Boyle J (1996) Shamans, Software & Spleens – Law and
the Construction of the Information Society, Harvard Univ
Press, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press p 197
7Boyle J (2001) The Second Enclosure Movement and the
Construction of the Public Domain. Paper presented at
Conference on The Public Domain, Duke University School

of Law, 9-11 Nov 2001. http://www.law.duke.edu/pd
8Drahos P  and Braithwaite J (2002) Information Feudalism
– Who owns the knowledge economy. London: Earthscan
9Tansey G and Worsley T (1995) The Food System - A
Guide. London: Earthscan

Binding dispute settlement mechanism backed by sanctions

Services Goods Intellectual
property

WTO

Figure 1. Three pillars of the WTO



structure. In industrialised countries such as the UK, there
is a growing economic concentration of market power,
with fewer and fewer companies which control larger and
larger shares of the market - from input provision to farm-
ers to retailing to the public. The ability of those with the
greatest market power to use various forms of IP is gener-
ally greater than smaller enterprises. 

Food-related businesses in industrialised countries face
a basic constraint – what economists call a limited demand
– earlier than in other sectors. We can only eat so much.
We can, in the affluent world, have two cars and three or
four TVs but we cannot double or treble our food con-
sumption for long without major health problems. Indeed,
in some industrialised countries the food systems are
becoming dysfunctional, and leading to populations with
rising levels of obesity as the pressures increase on people
to overeat. For example, in the USA the rate of adult obe-
sity rose from 12% to 18% between 1991 and 199810. These
biological limits also mean businesses face pressures
including:
• increased competition for the money spent on food –
with brands (trademarked, IP protected) being used to
help differentiate products in the market and brand adver-
tising used to attract and retain consumers, even from a
very young age

• increased use of technology to generate greater returns
to investment – which may involve use of IP such as
patents on products or processes for making them11.

It also leads firms to expand into global markets and to
seek ever better tools for control over their activities. For
those seeking to sell into global markets there is a strong
desire for sets of rules – and standards - that operate glob-
ally rather than nationally. Thus, they have a considerable
and not unexpected interest in helping shape the global

rules to their benefit.

1.1.1 What types of IP affect food?
Trademarks, geographical indications, and trade secrets
are widely used. The use of trademarks is often linked to
other tools for control such as brand advertising. Greater
efforts to protect brands and increase market share are
increasingly likely. In 1993, the chairman of Unilever, the
Anglo-Dutch multinational, called brand equities 'the most
valuable items in our stewardship' and saw ' the power of
our brands as the engine of long-term growth'. During that
year, the company spent almost 12 per cent of turnover
(£3284m) on advertising and promotional investment. In
2000, Unilever announced plans to dispose of three quar-
ters of its 1600 brands to focus on just 400 around the
world. More recently its chairmen said "We are focused
increasingly on driving the growth of our leading brands
and dealing with other brands in ways which create value
for shareholders" 12

As the reach of the market, especially an increasingly
globalised market, goes further into low- and middle-
income countries so too will the major actors make use of
various forms of IP as part of their business development
strategy. In urban societies served by multiple retailers and
saturated by advertising and media images, unless pro-
ducers have a major brand they will not get on the retail-
ers shelves. Normally, only the top two or three brands
actually do.

For some products, a combination of widely advertised
branded [trademark] products and trade secrets – Coca-
Cola being the most famous – are used. Others may devel-
op certification schemes to show that those people
supplying the good have followed a particular practice, eg
organic production or artisanal methods. The ability of
small producers to find markets for their often unadver-
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10Nestle M (2002) Food Politics. Berkeley, L.A.: Univ.
California Press p 8
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12Burgmans A & Fitzgerald N (2002) Unilever Annual
Report

Box 1. The food system’s complex web

Biological: the living processes used to
produce food and their ecological sus-
tainability.

Economic and political: our food has
a history based on the interplay
between these which affect the power
and control which different groups
exert over the different parts of the sys-
tem and its shape today. 

Social and cultural: our personal rela-
tions, community values and cultural
traditions affect our approach to and
use of food. 

The various actors use whatever tools
they can to control their operations and

cope with the pressures they face,
including: 

Science and Technology - technologi-
cal developments do not necessarily
depend on a correct scientific under-
standing of why something works.
However, scientific advances may
underpin development of new tech-
nologies, as for example, in nuclear
power and biotechnology. Patents are
increasingly important here.

Information - the spread of global
media, broadcasting similar images
across the world, helps fuel product
globalisation and reinforce brand

images, usually protected by trade-
marks or copyright.

Management - work organisation has
shifted from craft-based, small-scale
production to a large-scale, mass-pro-
duction phase which now often uses
just-in-time manufacturing and stock-
ing techniques. There is pressure for
business methods to be patentable and
they are in the USA.

Laws, Rules, and Regulations - the
prevailing norms and laws governing
activities in the system result from the
way particular interests are able to
shape the legal framework.



tised products is very different from those whose supply
chains lead into globally promoted branded products. 

For other producers, producing a product in a particu-
lar way or region under a designated name, linked to the
region and method of production, provides a marketing
tool that allows them to capitalise on their uniqueness.
These geographical indications (another form of IP) are of
considerable importance in some foods, eg Stilton and
Roquefort cheeses, Parma ham. Such designation normal-
ly comes out of a well-established activity that has nation-
al recognition and produces products sought after by
consumers.

These are the forms of IP we commonly come across in
our shopping as consumers. But for our farmers who buy
seed, fertiliser, feeds, and equipment, and for researchers
developing new breeds, varieties and products for them to
use, the key forms are patents and plant breeders rights.
They are what will increasingly influence food production.
While they have been used in the urbanised, industrialised
countries for a few decades, they are still very new in
many poorer, low- and middle-income countries. Here,
there are concerns that exposure to the full range of IP
tools being wielded by the large firms, which are sophisti-
cated in their use, may have a major adverse impact on
people’s livelihoods and food security13.

1.1.2 IP and biotechnology
Modern biotechnology provides a new set of tools for
technological control of the basic inputs for farmers, the
plants and animals they grow. Its development is inti-
mately linked to the nature of the types of IP available to
the developers. Patents, in particular, are closely linked to
biotechnological innovation and have contributed to the
development of modern biotechnology14. It includes a
number of different areas such as:
• Cloning – the process of producing genetically identi-
cal individuals from a cell. This can range from taking cut-
tings from a plant to (as in the case of Dolly the sheep)
taking a nucleus from a single animal cell and transplanti-
ng it into a recipient cell with its own nucleus removed,
and the resulting cell being allowed to develop into a
mature animal.

• Genomics – the study of the complete DNA sequence
(genome) of a given organism.

• Marker assisted breeding – the use of DNA markers,
rather than characters or traits, to speed up the process of
selective breeding of plants or animals for agricultural use. 

• Genetic engineering (recombinant DNA technology) –
deliberate insertion of genes into a DNA molecule using
the techniques of modern molecular biology producing
so-called GMOs (genetically modified organisms). 

What unites the various competing businesses devel-
oping products and processes in this area is a growing use
of IP such as patents and plant breeders rights (PBRs) to
protect their investments – and litigation between some to
settle disputes15. Indeed, without these forms of IP, while
research would undoubtedly go on, the way and speed
with which its results were developed in the field would
almost certainly be different. 

Our concerns about GM were discussed in our earlier
reports. Its potential to open up new market opportunities
all over the world led to an expansion of private sector
interest in agricultural research in developed countries.
This has happened at the same time as public sector
financed research and development in agriculture has
declined and moved away from that of practical benefit to
farmers. Instead, policy makers are favouring private sec-
tor activities in this area. 

In future, the structure and properties of GM crops will
be linked more closely to the interests of food processors
as well as to those producing proprietary chemicals that
might be used to trigger specific traits or be used without
damaging the crops. Similar developments are likely with
GM animals, which are already being used as living drug
factories (so-called ‘bioreactors’). Certain forms of IP are
vital for the private-sector-led transformation of the basic
inputs into agriculture – the plants and animals farmers
grow. The firms involved want a set of rules and regula-
tions to permit them to secure benefits from their R&D. If
they can, companies naturally want to stop others from
copying – or buyers reproducing – their new products.
This can be done in two ways. One is by legal means,
through IP rules where they can be enforced. The other is
technologically, by breeding hybrids or by attempting to
develop technologies that will stop seeds germinating or
specific traits being activated without a purchased input –
these are genetic use restriction technologies (GURTS)
also dubbed ‘terminator’ and ‘traitor’ technologies16. 

The potential of modern biotechnology drew new
players into the business of seed production, largely from
the chemical and pharmaceutical industries. They have
invested billions of dollars over the past two decades in
agricultural biotechnology R&D and want to see returns
on this investment. To do so means the crops they have
developed must be grown commercially. These compa-
nies have a long history of using patents as business tools
and require some form of control over their rights to both
the research tools they have developed and to prevent
reuse of their products, such as seeds, without their per-
mission or further payment. They were one of the impor-
tant interest groups keen to allow for patenting of living
organisms and stood behind the main players pushing for
changes in the IP rules internationally: ie, the pharmaceu-
tical, recording, software and film industries17.
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13See, for example, Action Aid’s Food Rights campaign.
www.actionaid.org 
14Barton J (2002) Intellectual Property, Biotechnology, and
International Trade: Two Examples forthcoming in
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Development The World Trade Forum eds Cottier J et al.
Michigan: University of Michigan Press, Vol 3
15Barton J (1998) The Impact of Patent Law on Plant

Biotechnology Research in Intellectual Property Rights III
Global Genetic Resources: Access and Property Rights'.
Madison Wisconsin: Crop Science Society of America
16Food Ethics Council (1999) Novel Foods: Beyond
Nuffield. Southwell: FEC. Section 4.4.4, p 25
17Drahos P (1995) Global Property Rights in Information:
The Story of TRIPS at the GATT Prometheus 13 pp 6-19
and see note 8



The ordinary concept of property itself is not a natural
phenomenon but a socially constructed one. For some
indigenous peoples, for example, the idea of ownership

of land, a fundamental in most current ideas of tangible prop-
erty, was literally ‘non sense’ and did not figure in their way of
seeing the world. The idea of creating an intangible form of
intellectual property, which developed centuries ago in
Europe, is ‘entirely a legal construction’18. In other words, it
was constructed by those people with power in society. To be
socially acceptable in European society, for example, the
notion of intellectual property required a society secularised
enough to accept that creative genius was a personal trait not
a divine gift, that intellectual products had to have a commer-
cial value in their own right and that private rights had to be
distinguishable from those of sovereigns19.

Historically, two main moral and philosophical arguments
for rewarding creative and innovative people have been used.
One stems from the view of the nineteenth-century German
philosopher Hegel – that an idea belongs to its creator because
the idea is a manifestation of the creator’s personality or self.
The other was advanced by John Locke, the seventeenth-cen-
tury English philosopher - that the value added through labour
should be rewarded with property. 

Today, in practice in industrialised countries, the rationale
for protecting the intangibles created by intellectual property is
essentially utilitarian – with the utility focussed on promotion
of innovation on the assumption this bring benefits for all. A
piece of knowledge about how to make something, for exam-
ple - unlike a physical object such as a piece of bread – can be
used by one person without limiting its use by others. Sharing
knowledge with others, then, does not reduce the amount of
knowledge you have, unlike sharing a piece of bread.
However, it might reduce the advantage you may have if you
are the only one to know something or allowed to use what
you know. The widest possible dissemination of new knowl-
edge makes for the greatest economic efficiency. But if every-
body is free to use new knowledge, inventors have little
incentive to invest in producing it. The various forms of IP stop
that (usually temporarily) by transforming knowledge from a
shared public good into a private good. This gives the holders
of IP enhanced market power and means they can recoup their
expenditure in creating new knowledge to produce innova-
tions through monopoly pricing. Creative minds and innova-
tive firms thus have an incentive to engage in inventive
activities. The IP regime, then, plays an important role in
underpinning private sector led innovation, and also in the
ability of firms to establish and maintain market power.

This argument provides the main rationale for the protec-
tion given by patents, copyright, plant breeders’ rights and
other types of IP. The various forms of intellectual property in
different countries differ in terms of the subject matter that may

be eligible for protection, the scope and duration of protection,
and possible exemptions to exclusive rights. This reflects the
fact that they are a concession granted by a society, through
the laws it constructs, which advantage a specific group for
broad social goals (increasing creativity and inventiveness),
and try to balance the interests of producers and users of intel-
lectual works20.

In an extensive study reviewing the main justifications for
IP – whether for reward to authors or to promote innovation -
political scientist Chris May claims that their real purpose today
is protecting investment. In some countries this is identified
with the national interest. Indeed, the US when negotiating to
put new IP rules into the WTO in TRIPS saw them as a way “to
retain its competitive advantage in the global system”21. This is
not seeing the rules as a way of encouraging the transfer of up-
to-date technology but rather of maintaining the gap to ensure
national advantage. However, May argues that the gap is legit-
imised by using IP justified on the basis “not of advantage, but
of the rights of the individual knowledge innovators”. 

The EU clearly sees IP playing a role in helping secure its
members’ economic interests in the development and applica-
tion of modern biotechnology22. The European Commission,
together with the Council, was asked by the European Council
in Stockholm in March 2001 to “examine measures required to
utilize the full potential of biotechnology and strengthen the
European biotechnology's sector's competitiveness” as a
knowledge-based economy. Among the measures proposed
by the European Commission in a 30-point action plan is
“Creating a strong, harmonized and affordable European intel-
lectual property protection system” as one support for this.

Drahos warns against thinking of IPRs as rights rather than
as privileges: “Unlike real property law, intellectual property
law posits rights in abstract objects…intellectual property
rights are rule-governed privileges that regulate the ownership
and exploitation of abstract objects in many fields of human
activity… [they] are liberty-intruding privileges of a special
kind…they promote factionalism and dangerous levels of pri-
vate power. From the point of view of distributive justice, their
scope should be limited…there are strong reasons for sup-
porting private property rights, but we should do so in a con-
tingent, consequentially-minded way…guided by a
philosophically defensible view of the role of property in
social life and democratic culture”23. Utility has a particular
importance in IP since IP rules create privileges for some, pur-
portedly for the greater social and economic welfare of all.
This supposed justification, however, is open to the challenge
that the costs to the poor, as opposed to the benefits to the
wealthy and powerful, have not been given due consideration,
which they should be in any proper consequentialist analysis.
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2.1 Compromise and contention
So, in practice, the various forms of IP are “a compromise
between preserving the incentive to create knowledge and the
desirability of disseminating knowledge at little or no cost”24

but getting that balance right is hard. Consequently, the effects
of IP are quite contentious and disputed25. Moreover, a system
developed for innovation in inanimate objects has been
extended gradually, and recently, into living organisms, and
with genetic engineering that has accelerated into a rush since
1980. For some, the whole idea of extending IP into the living
world is intrinsically wrong. For others, the problems only
arise should there be adverse consequences. 

With patents (see box 2), for example, although they are
supposed to provide benefits to their owners and society at
large, in reality, “the basic patent bargain works only in theo-
ry. In practice, both sides cheat.” argues Professor of
Information and Organisation at Sheffield University, Stuart
Macdonald26. “Most obviously, the patent affords protection
only when the patentee can afford to enforce his rights, which
may mean that the poor have no protection at all…And if soci-
ety cheats in not providing the protection the inventor has a
right to expect from the patent system, the inventor cheats too.
Only in theory does the inventor provide society with the
information of invention: in practice, he discloses the informa-
tion required by the patent system, not the information
required by society to replicate and develop his invention.”
This raises questions both about the justice of the system if it is
not equitable in its functioning and about whether its applica-
tion fails to meet the objectives for which it is designed.
Currently, patents are also very unevenly distributed globally,
as “industrialised countries hold 97% of all patents world-
wide”27.

Clear evidence that the patent system has stimulated the
development of new products and technologies, which other-
wise would not have been developed, is only available for a
few sectors (such as pharmaceuticals). In other sectors, patents
are sometimes considered to have mainly anti-competitive
effects: they serve to secure and strengthen the position of

market leaders and limit the entry of new competitors. Indeed,
they were used in this way in the 19th century (see section 5).
In the extreme, they may actually slow the pace of innovation
if a dominant firm possesses a powerful pool of patents that
limits the ability of other firms to further improve existing
products and technologies and acts in an anti-competitive way. 

Although policymakers have sought to limit the adverse
effects of patents through revised IP legislation, competition
policy, and other business regulations, the anti-competitive
implications of patents remain a cause of concern, for example
if patent pooling and cross-licensing between a few firms in
effect creates a cartel keeping others out28. Such concerns have
regained momentum with the emergence of patents on
biotechnology products and processes that cover fundamental
research tools, human genes, GM plants, and other living
organisms.

2.1.1 In industrialised countries
Today, the industrialised countries’ IP regimes provide quite
high levels of protection and these were developed piecemeal
as it suited the economic development needs of the particular
country29. In theory, stronger patent rules should encourage
more research and development (R&D) in countries where
they operate. But there is only limited empirical evidence that,
even in industrial countries, stronger IP protection leads to
increased investment in R&D. This is partly because of the dif-
ficulty of separating cause and effect - IP may stimulate more
investment, but countries that invest more in R&D may
demand more protection. 

Although IP rules restrict direct imitation, they can assist in
the diffusion process of new knowledge within and between
economies. Patents, for example, provide published informa-
tion, which, if it is properly disclosed, other researchers can
also use to develop innovations. The World Bank found that
the level of IP protection appears to positively influence the
degree of foreign direct investment (FDI), the vertical integra-
tion of multinational firms, and direct technology transfers
through technology sales and licensing agreements. However,
according to other studies, the relationship between protection
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Box 2. Patents

A patent prevents someone from mak-
ing commercial use of what is claimed
in the patent without the authorisation
of the patent holder. To be patentable,
an invention must be:

•  non-obvious for someone skilled in
the art, i.e. not simply be an extension
of something that already exists but
require some inventive step;

•  novel, i.e. not previously known;
and,

•  industrially applicable in some way.

Patents must be given for products and
processes and last for a fixed period,
now at least 20 years, after which the
invention moves into the public domain
and can be used by anyone. They are
territorial and only apply in the country
in which they are granted. No one is
obliged to apply restrictions to patent-
ed products or processes outside the
jurisdictions in which those patents
have been granted. 

The detailed rules on patents vary
between different national jurisdictions.
In return for the temporary partial
monopoly granted by the patent, the
inventor should make a full disclosure
of the nature of his invention under-
standable to anyone else skilled in the
necessary arts or sciences. Others can
try to invent something better, but suf-
ficiently different, so as not to infringe
the claim of the original patent. 



and FDI is not well established.
There are costs related to the granting of intellectual prop-

erty protection (IPP). Since they increase the market power of
right’s owners, this may lead to higher consumer prices.
Indeed, the rationale for patents in the pharmaceutical indus-
try, for example, is that the exclusive rights they confer allows
the industry to charge high prices for products and so recoup
its R&D costs. Once drugs go off-patent and generic suppliers
enter the market prices fall, often dramatically. IPP also,
according to the World Bank ‘shift[s] bargaining power toward
the producers of knowledge, and away from its users’30.
Stronger IPP may lead to a higher cost of acquiring knowledge
and so may adversely affect follow-on innovations that draw
on inventions whose patents have not yet expired. They may
even ‘slow the overall pace of innovation’31 as can happen
when firms use patent clustering and bracketing to try and pre-
vent others from competing with their product. “‘Clustering’
means “building a patent wall around a product”, preferably
consisting of a large quantity of interlocking patents.
‘Bracketing’means surrounding a competitor’s key patent with
so many of one’s own that that it cannot be commercialised”32. 

It is difficult to determine the scope of the different forms
of IP - the length and breadth of protection - so as to maximise
social welfare and to achieve a fair distribution of benefits. Too
weak protection may lead firms to invest less than socially
desirable in the creation of new knowledge. Overly stringent
protection may lead to wasteful R&D spending as firms com-
pete to be first to innovate, which may make public R&D more
socially desirable than private R&D. Only rarely will ‘a single
level of protection for all technologies or sectors maximise
domestic welfare’ as the trade off between the economic ben-
efits of innovation and imitation will depend upon the sector
involved33. This makes it difficult to achieve the right equitable
balance both within countries and between countries with very
different circumstances. 

US economist Keith Maskus, acknowledges that “there are
legitimate reasons to be concerned about the highly protective
standards that have emerged recently in the United States and
the European Union. These laws and judicial interpretations
provide broad patent protection for software and biotechno-
logical inventions. They also promote extensive rights in the
formulation of databases, which could have a negative effect
on scientific research. It remains to be seen whether such stan-
dards tilt the balance within those jurisdictions toward the pri-
vate rights of inventors and away from the needs of
competitors and users34.” 

Overall, the economic effects from stronger IPP are far
from simple or agreed. However, it seems clear that companies
will not use GM to modify plants and animals unless they can
recoup their investment in research and product development.
Patents were developed for manufactured goods, where com-
panies can expect repeat business as fashions change or items

wear out. New plant varieties and many biotech goods, how-
ever, are living organisms which can reproduce themselves
and so may not require repeat purchases. To ensure a return
on investment and a future income stream from these inven-
tions, companies want IP rules, especially on patents and plant
variety protection, to be extended globally to cover the origi-
nal material and subsequent generations of newly-developed
life forms such as new plant varieties. An alternative for some
crops may be to breed varieties that will not reproduce (see
section 1.1.2). Such seeds would not require legal agreements
or enforcement officers to stop farmers reusing them, as are
currently being used in North America and parts of Europe. 

2.1.2 In low- and middle-income countries
The effects of IP protection become even more complex when
producers and users of knowledge are in different countries
with different economic levels of development. Theoretically
‘it is far from clear that all countries should be required to
maintain the same level of intellectual property protection’35. If
a country has limited innovative capabilities and primarily con-
sumes foreign innovations, stronger IP protection may lead to
‘at least short-term consumer welfare losses and may discour-
age imitation and adaptation by competitors, which them-
selves constitute valuable economic activities’. For example, in
some poor countries with patent systems like India, patent pro-
tection was not allowed on certain products, such as pharma-
ceuticals. The absence of patents enabled their infant
industries to examine and copy products and develop local
production capacities - as the now industrialised countries did
in the 19th and 20th centuries. This may have inhibited inward
investment but it may also have produced net economic bene-
fits for the country.

IP rules can also disadvantage poor countries “by increas-
ing the knowledge gap and by shifting bargaining power
toward the producers of knowledge, most of whom reside in
industrial countries!”36. While accepting the point, some see
such a view of IP as far too narrow, equating knowledge pro-
ducers with commercial and research-based producers. They
consider the focus should be more on the role played by farm-
ing communities in poorer countries in producing knowledge
about plants and animals37. 

IP also poses poorer countries with a challenge because
“so many industrial-country firms are acquiring strong intellec-
tual property positions, often covering fundamental research
tools as well as marketable products, that it may prove hard for
new firms and researchers to elbow into this new global indus-
try”38. Maskus argues “It is not to early to claim that they [cur-
rent minimum patent requirements] are inappropriate for
developing economies and net technology importers.39”
Inappropriate or not, the changes to the global IP regime over
the past 20 years discussed in the next section mean that min-
imum levels of IPP now apply to many low- and middle-
income counties.
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Since the early 1990s, there have been major changes to
the regulatory framework governing the use of plants
and animals globally as a result of negotiations in a con-

fusing and complicated set of international institutions – in
environment, agriculture, trade and intellectual property (see
Figure 2). Usually, different national government departments
are involved in each of these negotiations, often with too little
coordination between them40. Two related major international
agreements - the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)
and the International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for
Food and Agriculture (ITPGRFA) – deal with plants and
include some provisions on IP and Farmers’ Rights and those
of indigenous peoples. A specific convention dealing with
plant breeders’ rights administered by the International Union
for the Protection of New Varieties of Plants (UPOV after its
French title) was also revised. Negotiations at the World
Intellectual Property Organisation (WIPO) also affect the IP
rules. All are discussed in more detail in Annex 1. It is the
Agreement on the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights (TRIPS), however, which is ushering in a new
global IP regime. 

3.1 TRIPS
TRIPS originated from a small number of major business inter-
ests with a handful of corporations and lobbyists responsible
for drafting its terms and pushing, via various developed
country governments, the agreement through the Uruguay
Round and into the WTO41. “It was not just arrogance on the
part of James Enyart, director of international affairs at
Monsanto Agricultural Company, which led him to boast that
‘Industry [ie the IPC] has identified a major problem for inter-
national trade. It crafted a solution, reduced it to a concrete
proposal and sold it to our own and other governments.’ It
was also the truth”42 The IP provisions in TRIPS were devel-
oped with very little public involvement and introduced into
the Uruguay Round of Talks in the General Agreement on
Tariffs and Trade (GATT) against strong, but in the end, futile
opposition from low-and middle-income countries.

The TRIPS Agreement is one of the three pillars of the
WTO - the others being trade in goods and trade in services.
TRIPS is law for all members of the WTO, sooner or later (least
developed country members have until 2006 to comply and
may seek extensions to that deadline). It requires them all to
adopt the same, relatively high, minimum levels of intellectu-
al property protection (see Figure 3) including for patents and
plant varieties. Higher levels of protection are allowed, but
not lower ones. TRIPS also requires countries to introduce a
legally binding enforcement mechanism to ensure its provi-
sions are adhered to, and its provisions are backed up by a
dispute settlement mechanism in WTO with sanctions in any
area of the WTO regime for non-compliance with its rulings.

It is these binding dispute settlement and sanctions provisions
that make WTO a uniquely powerful international institution.
Ignoring the rules in the other agreements carries no threat or
sanction. Ignoring those in WTO does.

It has been argued that the minimum, ‘one size fits all’
approach of TRIPS is a problem. This is because the various
forms of IP were designed to be of benefit to the social and
economic welfare of countries, and could be adopted as and
when they suited their development needs. Since conditions
vary greatly between countries, variations in the types of IP
and conditions applied to them may make more sense for
people’s well-being there. At an individual level, it is like say-
ing that everyone must take a minimum size 8 shoe – larger
ones are permitted but not smaller ones, despite the fact many
peoples’ shoes sizes begin well under size 8. This internation-
al extension of the IP regime is a revolution in the history of
IP. It stops low- and middle-income countries doing what
most richer countries did, i.e. copy others technology to catch
up, only adopting specific forms of IP when it suited them and
choosing the level of protection they provided to suit their
needs.

The current international IP regime, unlike, for example,
that in the environmental arena, has been developed by a
small set of actors with relatively little involvement of civil
society as a whole. These actors have been drawn mostly from
the legal and industrial fields and, as “epistemic communities,”
are very influential in writing the rules. Such communities
consist of professionals (usually recruited from several disci-
plines) who share a commitment to a common causal model
and a common set of political values. “The dominant core of
the epistemic community of intellectual property is comprised
of [sic] transnational elites with important intellectual proper-
ty portfolios to protect – and their lawyers”43. This relatively
small group represents powerful corporate interests that want
to have a strong international IP regime. 

Despite the opposition from some low- and middle-
income countries, TRIPS ended up in WTO because these
countries lacked the negotiating muscle to prevent it but they
did manage to gain some concessions and maintain some
room for flexibility in interpreting the rules it laid down. They
had to accept it as part of the overall package to come out of
the Uruguay Round with the hope that the advantages gained
in agreements on textiles and agriculture would provide ben-
efits outweighing what was lost from accepting TRIPS – both
in royalty flows out of their countries and in the cost of imple-
menting the agreement. For many low- and middle-income
countries, however, the full implications of the TRIPS
Agreement were far from clear at the time they signed up to
WTO and are only now becoming so. This is in part due to the
disparity in negotiating capacity between the industrialised
countries and low- and middle-income countries in these

3. TRIPS on the farm
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Established 1995, 144 Members,
31 applicants. HQ - Geneva
• 28 agreements, one package,
for trade liberalisation

• Binding dispute settlement mechanism,
cross sectoral sanctions provisions
Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects
of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
Sets minimum requirements for IPRs in 8
areas which must be enacted into nation-
al law in WTO members. 
Enforcement mechanisms required. 
Built in review mechanism of agreement
Monitored by a council of WTO members

Established 1970, UN agency in
1974. 179 members. HQ -
Geneva

Promotes protection of intellectual prop-
erty. Home of technical discussion of IP
and administers 23 international IP-related
treaties. 
Intergovernmental Committee on
Intellectual Property and Genetic
Resources, Traditional Knowledge and
Folklore (IGC) set up in 2000 to discuss
issues arising in these areas.

Agreed at Rio Earth Summit,
1992, 183 parties (a few not rati-
fied, inc USA). 
Secretariat - Montreal

Conservation, sustainable use of biologi-
cal resources, and benefit sharing from
their use. IPRs not to interfere with this,
but rules to fit IPRs. Sees bilateral deals as
way to achieve aims. Requires Prior
informed consent for access. 
Up to states to enact as see fit.
Biosafety Protocal, agreed in 2001, but
leaves liability issues still to be decided
Access and benefit sharing guidelines
agreed in Bonn in 2002

Founded 1945, 184 members,
HQ - Rome

International Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources for Food

and Agriculture (ITPGRFA)
Agreed November 2001, 46 parties,
Secretariat. Based in FAO
Sets up a multilateral system to provide
access to a specific range of plants impor-
tant for food to avoid the cost of bilater-
alism. Includes provisions to provide
compensatory payment to a global fund
should any materials drawn from the sys-
tem have patents taken out on it. 

National governments to enact rules
implementing Farmers’ Rights.

Established in 1961, 50 mem-
bers. Secretariat - Geneva 
Member countries subscribe to a
Convention (revised in 1972, 1978 and
1991) that establishes the terms govern-
ing Plant Breeders’ Rights.

Established 1971. 22 develop-
ing and 21 industrialised

countries, 3 private foundations, and 12
regional and international organisations
are members. Secretariat, Washington DC
International Agricultural Research
Centres (IARCs)
16 are financed by the CGIAR. They hold
about 600,000 accessions in their various
genebanks - about 40 per cent of the
global total - mostly collected before the
CBD was signed. The collections are held
in trust by the CG for the benefit of
humankind through an agreement made
with FAO in 1994 and the food crops in
them will be covered by the new ITPGRFA.

WTO CBD

FAO

WIPO

UPOV

CGIAR

kinds of international negotiations.
In general, negotiations dealing with the environment,

food, and latterly trade, have had a wider range of civil soci-
ety participation in their deliberations, both domestically and
internationally, than has been the case with those dealing with
intellectual property. Only now are the broader interests
catching up with the changes that have been made in IP.

3.1.1 TRIPS and farming
Prior to TRIPS, countries could decide whether or not to pro-
vide any form of IPP in agriculture. Most low- and middle-
income countries did not. The US only did so in plant breeding
from the 1930s, when it passed a Plant Patents Act with a
restricted coverage of crops. The Europeans did not wish to
have patents applied to plants and developed an alternative for
plant varieties that became UPOV, but this only took effect in
the 1960s. Only since the 1980s, has the patenting of living
organisms and parts of them such as genes flourished in some
industrialised countries, . It is patents and plant variety protec-
tion (PVP) that are most important forms of IP for farming.

Under TRIPS, all WTO Members must allow patents to be
available for any inventions, whether products or processes,
in all fields of technology without discrimination. Some coun-
tries, such as the USA, wanted no exception to this during the
TRIPS negotiations, but others such as India and Brazil, were
strongly opposed, for example, to granting patents on life-

forms or medicines. 
In order to conclude the negotiations, a compromise was

agreed using deliberately ambiguous language, which is not
defined in the agreement. This gives WTO members discre-
tion about whether or not they allow plants, animals, biologi-
cal processes for the production of plants or animals and plant
varieties to be patentable (see Annex 1 for more details).
However, Members must provide patent protection for micro-
organisms and non-biological and microbiological processes
for the production of plants and animals (see figure 4).
Members must also either grant patent protection for plant
varieties or provide protection by means of an effective sui
generis (of its own kind) system. A sui generis system means
the form of IP protection is designed for that particular thing,
not simply an existing form of IP protection such as patents
extended to that thing. The provisions of this Article (27.3(b))
were up for review in 1999 but this review has still not been
completed owing to continuing disagreements.

The final language used was open to various interpreta-
tions – especially since no terms are defined in the TRIPS
Agreement – unlike in the CBD. This provides what some
negotiators call ‘constructive ambiguity’ and, as far as low- and
middle-income countries are concerned some degree of flex-
ibility. It is a bit like saying that every country must allow ball
games to be played on grass pitches but then allowing coun-
tries to decide on the size and shape of the ball, and the actu-
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al size of the pitch.
The interpretive flexibilities in TRIPS mean countries can

still exercise some discretion about how they frame their
patent rules and need not permit the patenting of plants and
animals – and indeed some are using this exception, eg
Argentina, Brazil, Andean Pact countries44. While they need to

permit patenting of microorganisms, they may define these
narrowly and disallow the patenting of naturally-occurring
micro-organisms, as again many are doing, and only allow
patenting on micro-organisms that have been genetically-
engineered45. 

In the agribiotech area at present, companies mostly seek
patent protection in the US, Canada, Western Europe, Japan,
Australia, some countries in S E Asia like Taiwan and the
Philippines, very few in Africa, and the large economies in
Latin America. However, thanks to the way the terms can be
defined and interpreted nationally, things that may be patent-
ed in the USA, such as plants and animals, may not be per-
mitted to be patented in other countries. Thus, holders of US
patents on plants and animals might not be able to get patents
on the same things in other countries, even if they applied for
them, if they cover materials outside the scope of the national
patent law in question. 

There is a catch, however, as under TRIPS rules if a patent-
ed product, or a product produced using patented processes,
is produced in a country where these patents do not apply
and is then exported to a country where they do, then those
products could be barred from being imported into that coun-
try by the patent holder. Thus, there is a clear economic incen-
tive not to use patented products or processes for things that
will enter into export markets to countries where patents are
held on the products or processes concerned. The major com-
modity crops, where private R&D sees major opportunities,
are likely to pose much greater difficulties for researchers in
developing countries and the International Agricultural
Research Centres (IARCs) than crops of local, regional or sub-
sistence significance where there may be less commercial

Figure 3. Key elements of the TRIPS Agreement

Minimum standards on:
• copyright and related rights; 
• trademarks; 
• geographical indications; 
• industrial designs; 
• patents (and plant variety protection or
  PVP); 
• layout-designs (topographies) of
  integrated circuits; 
• protection of undisclosed information;
  and,
• control of anti-competitive practices in
  contractual licences

Enforcement:

• procedures to act against
  infringement in national laws
• border measures against
  counterfeit trade-related or
  prirated copyright goods
• make criminal wilfull
  trademark counterfeiting or
  copyrght piracy on a
  commercial scale

Dispute 
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  dispute settlement
  understanding
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  any WTO areas for non-
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Any invention, 
product or process in

all fields of technology

It is 
• new (non-obvious), 
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application (useful)
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• place of invention, 
• field of technology and
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or produced locally

if

and

but

Can exclude: 
• inventions to protect 'ordre 
public' or morality, only if they are 
also prohibited from commercial 
exploitation
• diagnostic, theraputic and 
surgical methods for the treatment 
of humans or animals
• "plants and animals other than 
micro-organisms, and essentially 
biological processes for the 
production of plants or animals 
other than non-biological and 
microbiological processes"

Patents must be available for:

Figure 4: TRIPS on patents

(Article 27)



interest. However, even here, if some of these are patented in
industrialised markets that could block exports of what may
be niche products there (see box on biopiracy in Annex 2).

3.2 Rule-making processes
Irrespective of the content of the TRIPS rules, we have
grave concerns about the fairness of the whole process
involved in arriving at them. The TRIPS rules were written
as a result of a power play between different but relatively nar-
row interests, with those of industrialised countries and a few
major industries largely getting their way. They extend IP into
agriculture in many low- and middle-income countries for the
first time. Even in the industrialised world, where the extensive
use of various forms of IP is hundreds of years old, the use of
IP in agriculture is quite recent. This bold experiment in
extending a form of IP into a field for which it was never devel-
oped through a process of redefinition, judicial interpretation
and power politics is contentious to say the least even among
some leading IP specialists in the industrialised countries.
Doing so globally is an untested and possibly risky experiment
largely in the private interest of small numbers of people and
corporations with expansive claims about the benefits for all. 

Experiments may not give you the results you expect. If
they do not, and this extension of IP turns out to be either a
mixed blessing or even a disaster, important questions remain
as to who will suffer, and who will carry the can – in lost liveli-
hoods, in hunger, in social dislocation. The answer is that soci-
ety as a whole will, unless we also have systems in place so
that those who expect to get the main benefits are also ready
to suffer any adverse consequences if their promised innova-
tions turn out to cause major problems in something so fun-
damental as our food supply. After all, we are not talking
about electronic gadget manufacturers. 

A Church of Scotland Society, Religion and Technology
Project working party has argued that there is a growing
democratic deficit that is developing in our increasingly glob-
alised society where momentous decisions which could alter
the whole future course of humanity are taken in fora which
are outside democratic control46. The TRIPS agreement is a
case in point (Figure 5). The whole of the current internation-
al IP regime, unlike, for example, that in the environmental
arena, has been developed by a small set of actors represent-
ing powerful corporate interests who have a strong IP regime

with relatively little involvement of civil society as a whole.
Slowly, however, there is emerging a growing pressure from a
broadening range of groups to rethink the current regime,
troubled as it is by a whole range of ethical concerns over the
extension of patents to lifeforms, their impact on food and
biodiversity, and the way in which these international agree-
ments are arrived at.

This is something to be welcomed and encouraged, if it
leads to a fairer set of rules less unbalanced than those at pre-
sent seem to be. However, if implementing the current rules
shows that they should be changed to better suit the needs of
sustainable food production supportive of people’s liveli-
hoods it is unclear if fair processes to achieve this exist. This
is especially true if this might require abandoning or discard-
ing the rules and returning to a situation with far fewer restric-
tions on the flow of information and use of products or
processes by anyone in the area of food production – at least
for agreed crops and specific countries or regions. We believe
that the processes for making the rules need to be more
balanced and fair and that special and differential
treatment should be available for farming and food
security in low- and middle-income countries.
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Figure 5: Negotiating inequities:

the unequal playing field

EU, USA, Canada, Japan 
and other OECD countries

Low- and middle- 
income countries

Substantial back up from capital

Over 20 countries have no representatives in Geneva,
many have only 1-2 people who cannot attend all the meetings.
EVEN if the pitch was level it would still not be equitable.       
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Clearly, as discussed above, there is a great deal of
controversy about the role IP plays in society. Various
questions arise including that of what agricultural

research is for? How is freedom to invent and be creative
distributed across different groups? Who is recognised, sup-
ported and rewarded for doing it? Where should the balance
lie between there being a fundamental freedom to research,
an autonomy or choice argument, and the need to justify
research on the basis of wellbeing of the community at
large? How far do we as societies give space for the creative
individuals to pursue research goals in universities and
research labs to increase our understanding or operate via
private companies which may want to capture and control
any results and benefits? Where does accountability and lia-
bility for the consequences of innovation fall? How fair or
just is the system in encouraging creativity and rewarding it?
TRIPS recognises that IPP represent a balance between the
private individual’s interest (or nowadays the corporation’s
interest) and that of society and communities in releasing
and facilitating the creativity of its members for the general
public good and for social and economic welfare.

A key justification used for various types of IP is that they
encourage technological or artistic creation. Invention is
supposed to lead onto innovation in particular fields but
innovation requires much more than simply a new method,
product or expression of art to be created. It also requires
suitable social and economic conditions for the invention to
become the basis for a new way of doing things that brings
some social benefit. 

James Boyle argues that a rather romantic vision of
inventors and authors pervades discussion in this area and
this lies behind the dominant justification for awarding
patents, copyright and other forms of IP. But, he says, “this
is a bad thing for reasons of both efficiency and justice; it
leads us to have too many intellectual property rights, to
confer them on the wrong people, and dramatically to
undervalue the interests of both the sources of and the audi-
ence for the information we commodify”47. As Drahos notes,
“creativity…involves individuals in dual and contrary
roles…the role of inventor, pioneer, innovator, genius and
so on…[and] that of the borrower and copier. When intel-
lectual property rights are claimed, right holders often lose
sight of the duality of roles they have occupied, preferring to
think of themselves exclusively in terms of creator and
demanding protection against other borrowers and copiers.
Intellectual property law..helps…to embed an individualis-
tic notion of creativity”.48 In fact an intellectual commons is
crucial to creativity, he argues, and provides an unusual
resource that grows in strength through use and exploitation
and which also means it should not be depleted but contin-
ue to be enlarged.

The new IP regime may affect the freedom of some to
research, to invent, to innovate in research institutions and
in communities all over the world. Already, even in the
industrialised countries, there is concern that the current
high levels of IP protection is inappropriate49. 

4.1 People invent, institutions appropriate
Creativity is a fundamental aspect of human beings. It is fair
and just that people should have the opportunity to be cre-
ative. The Universal Declaration on Human Rights acknowl-
edges that everyone should both be able to partake in the
benefits from their creativity and receive some protection for
the things they produce (Box 3).

Human rights are inalienable. They cannot be divorced
from or assigned by anyone to someone else, but are inte-
gral to them. The various forms of IP may be a way of pro-
viding material rewards but should not be thought of as
human rights. They can be assigned, licensed, bought and
sold. Indeed, many patents are held by companies and form
their key assets in the case of small biotech companies. And
for many people today, whether in universities or compa-
nies, the IP in their creativity and invention belongs to their
institution. Companies themselves, of course, are also a
legal fiction, one which has been given the, again fictional,
judicial equivalence of a real person. Even so, we should not
confuse them with real people. For it is human beings who
are creative, who enjoy that creativity and also share knowl-
edge and receive recognition. What we have developed are
various institutional forms to harness and organise that cre-
ativity and in so doing produce a motor to drive the interests
of institutions through their capacity to harness and appro-
priate the skills of their employees. Assembling inventive
and creative people in an institution can give that institution
great dynamism.

In these formal institutional systems, technological inno-
vation is a way of entering an industry, and patent-protect-
ed innovation can be used as a means of gaining legal
quasi-monopolistic control of certain products and sectors.
It occurred in the 19th century, when inventors like George
Eastman (Kodak) and Thomas Edison, sought patents to

4. Inventors and innovation

Box 3. Universal Declaration of Human Rights

Article 27
1. Everyone has the right
freely to participate in the
cultural life of the communi-
ty, to enjoy the arts and to
share in scientific advance-
ment and its benefits

2. Everyone has the right to
the protection of the moral
and material interests result-
ing from any scientific, liter-
ary or artistic production of
which they are the author 



enable them to capture monopoly profits. By institutionalis-
ing innovation in R&D labs in the 19th century “large cor-
porations sought to control technological change as a means
of protecting and fortifying their positions in the industry”50.
They still do today – and very extensively in biotechnology. 

4.2 Invention and innovation in farming
In farming, there are both formal and informal systems for
innovation. The former tend to be in the industrialised coun-
tries and involve commercial and public sectors while else-
where they are mainly public sector based. The latter
include smallholder farmers in communities the world over,
but especially in the low- and middle-income countries
where farming is still the main source of livelihood for a
large percentage of people. 

For over 10,000 years agricultural development has
stemmed from the creativity and innovation of generations
of smallholder farmers that have produced the wide range
of plant varieties and animal breeds of today, the agricultur-
al biodiversity51, as well as the range of farming methods,
water capture techniques and so on. Only for about 150
years, since the advent of industrial farming practices, has
this been supplemented by more formal public and private
systems. Much agricultural research has been carried out by
public bodies – and spread to farmers - largely as a public
good, since, it is argued that, those needing its results do not
have sufficient resources to do the research themselves, and
the benefits flowing from ‘improved’ agriculture go to soci-
ety as a whole. 

When the current international agricultural research sys-
tem was established in 1971(see Annex 2), the free
exchange of germplasm (seeds, tubers and other propagat-
ing material) and of scientific knowledge were the norm and
public funding largely underpinned agricultural research as
a public good (Annex 2). Indeed, Joseph Stiglitz, former
chief economist at the World Bank, argues that, in general,
“basic research and many other forms of knowledge are not,
and almost certainly should not be, protected by an intellec-
tual property regime. In these areas efficiency requires pub-
lic support. And public support must be at the global
level.”52

National governments and donors together also helped
fund considerable R&D nationally in many low- and middle-
income countries. Their work did not depend on IPP and
from the mid–1960s provided the high-yielding varieties of
seeds that made the Green Revolution a reality53. The bene-
fits from this plant breeding in the major food crops, such as
wheat and maize, are also estimated to be worth billions of
dollars to the economies of the industrialised countries54.

Today, the level of donor funding and, in some coun-
tries, national funding, has declined, science is increasingly
proprietary and much more agricultural research is carried
out privately (see Annex 2 for details). The private sector has
assumed a growing role in the industrialised countries, with

their small farming populations and wholly commercial
farming systems, and has led the development of biotech-
nology, with firms seeking IP protection over both the
research processes and products derived from them. This
can affect the ability of other researchers to conduct their
work. Private-sector led R&D also naturally focuses on areas
where it can best ensure returns on its investment. 

Only ‘inventions’ in these formal systems are the subject
of IP. Moreover, when patents are granted, the invention
claimed often builds on earlier work but the final person to
make a change receives the benefits of exclusive use. Others
who might also be working to produce the same or very
similar things lose out as the patent system is a ‘winner takes
all’ system. And with Plant Breeders Rights, varieties discov-
ered in one place can be protected in another. 

4.3 Agricultural R&D
One key question is whether the extension and strengthen-
ing of IP will inhibit the use of R&D processes and products,
including biotechnology, that would benefit poor people in
low and middle-income countries, through its effects on
international and national agricultural research (see Annex
2). Many fear it will. “A commercial consequence of the
intrusion of intellectual property into agricultural research
has been the concentration of key intellectual property
rights in the hands of a small and declining number of pri-
vate life sciences companies. A result of this market con-
centration is to lock up key intellectual property in the
hands of a few powerful entities and to raise the barriers to
market entry of others wishing to participate in these activi-
ties” says Michael Blakeney, Professor of Intellectual
Property at Queen Mary College, University of London.
Researchers often have to sign restrictive agreements to use
various techniques and products of biotechnology, for
example, DNA markers which may be patented in industri-
alised countries, so the developers can prevent their use by
competitors. By the end of 1998, for example, the top five
vegetable seed companies controlled 75% of the global veg-
etable seed market55. This new environment for internation-
al research may affect what technologies may be applied –
ideally royalty free - for the benefit of poor farmers.

Another concern is whether the major focus on patent-
protected biotechnology-based R&D will skew the overall
research effort away from other approaches to improve
farming, especially for the majority of poor and marginalised
farmers? These approaches could include better water man-
agement techniques, more appropriate tools, and integrated
pest management techniques, use of agroecological sys-
tems, the benefits of which would not be so easily captured
by companies but might be of as much, or greater, benefit in
improving the food and livelihood security of poor and mar-
ginalised farmers. 

Patents in particular are closely linked to today’s biotech-
nological innovation. They have underpinned the develop-
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ment of biotechnology by private industry as they help offer
the prospect of private profits56. They have also contributed
to a restructuring of the market and centralisation of firms.
The US seed industry, once the preserve of many small
firms, has become dominated by five major firms – in part as
a response to litigation over broad patents awarded in the
early days of GM in the USA. Such mergers and acquisitions
were the easiest way to resolve some of these disputes, and
are the ultimate in cross-licensing, saving firms the expense
and difficulty of negotiating the use of others’ patented
products and processes. The increased investment in prod-
uct development also requires stronger marketing ability,
bigger markets and the legal capacity to defend corporate
interests, with firms putting considerable effort and money
into both.

According to Heinz Imhof, chairman of the board of
Syngenta, itself a merger of the agribusiness interests of
AstraZeneca and Novartis, “Industry consolidation in pursuit
of economies of scale will continue. Research in biotech-
nology, with seeds as the key platform for delivering
biotech traits, offers opportunities for higher-value, higher-
quality outputs and increased returns in future…Finally,
consolidation at the dealer and distributor levels will contin-
ue”57. The potential of this technology to create IP protected
products and the consequent profits from them influences
both the areas chosen to research and the market structure
in which the results will be marketed. 

The biotech firms are interested in the major grains and
industrial crops in industrialised and some large middle-
and low-income countries with nascent biotechnology
industries, such as India, Brazil, Argentina and China, and
they control many of the advanced technologies needed to
reshape them. The crops being marketed are the key traded
food and fibre crops of GM soya beans, maize and cotton
and the main traits being bred into the crops are for pest
resistance, herbicide tolerance or a combination of these58.
Despite increased costs for the seed they claim to offer farm-
ers savings in other inputs and so may be economic from the
farmers’ viewpoint. Other GMOs are being developed
which will most likely be of more interest to wealthy con-
sumers than to poor farmers. These will have altered nutri-
tional qualities or appearance and may ultimately provide
novel products or old products in new guises (edible vac-
cines, for example). The development of so-called function-
al foods is of major interest to food manufacturers and
retailers as it offers many potentially profitable niches in an
already oversaturated market in the industrialised would.59

4.4 Plant breeding and seed provision
Formal seed production systems linking public and private
R&D and breeding companies dominate seed provision in
industrialised countries. More informal seed production sys-
tems with production largely carried out by a mixture of
farmers and public institutions exist in many low- and-mid-

dle-income countries. The extension of patents and plant
variety protection (PVP) in the form of plant breeders rights
(PBRs) in agriculture is already having some adverse effects
on the exchange and use of plant genetic resources, as is
discussed in more detail in Annex 2. The expansion of these
forms of IP in plant breeding has also fuelled a strong sense
- in poor countries and in some in the international agricul-
tural research system - that an implicit agreement has been
broken: with germplasm used in breeding programmes
largely provided by the South for free being still in the pub-
lic domain, but with science becoming increasingly propri-
etary60. This affects attitudes to negotiations across a number
of fora, including on implementation of the CBD and the
new International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for
Food and Agriculture (ITPGRFA).

There is also a sense of unfulfilled promises which the
low- and middle-income countries have about commitments
made both in the CBD and TRIPS to transfer technology to
them. These feelings are fuelling development of national
access laws to genetic resources that could seriously hinder
the collection and dissemination of materials amongst
researchers, including those in the IARCs. The new
International Treaty and rules on the use of the collections
held in the IARCs genebanks to be agreed by the Treaty’s
governing body may help minimise any impact on food
crops. However, the best way to ensure continued viability
and development of the many landraces developed by
smallholder farmers is for them to be maintained and used
in the field, which PBRs do nothing to assist. 61

For those food crops and forages not included in the
international treaty – and there are a considerable number,
especially minor crops and their ‘wild’ relatives – there may
be much greater transaction costs in using germplasm,
which could adversely affect their development62. A study
commissioned for the Global Forum on Agricultural
Research (GFAR) concluded that a “scenario in which all
germplasm exchange falls under bilateral agreements entails
excessively high transaction costs” and felt that only for very
few crops, such as industrial crops that originate in only one
or two countries e.g. soybeans, might a bilateral approach to
germplasm exchange have acceptable transaction costs.63

Put simply, it costs money to deal in IP.

4.4.1 sui generis Plant Variety Protection
WTO members are obliged to introduce an effective form of
plant variety protection (PVP) if they do not use patents for
plant varieties. One possible sui generis system likely to be
recognised as effective is the UPOV system of Plant
Breeders’ Rights (PBRs), but this may be too focussed on the
needs of commercial breeders and farmers and not be suit-
able for all countries (see Annex 2). The alternative is for
countries to develop their own solution with special legisla-
tion protecting plant varieties appropriate to their situation.
However, this is a challenging task that may take some time.



Although many countries are working on such legislation,
only India has adopted such legislation that takes on board
elements of UPOV of benefit to commercial breeders as well
as those from the ITPGRFA to protect Farmers’ Rights.

With the introduction of PVP, in particular PBRs, industry
argues it will be able to undertake breeding work and also
bring in foreign material to low- and middle-income coun-
tries for the benefit of their farmers, as it has successfully
done in the richer countries. Others are less sure on the
basis of the early evidence of such benefits, and also for
other reasons, because types of “research conducted in the
private and the public sector are non-substitutable as they
are targeted at different farming groups [and]…the spread of
proprietary control in research tools and uncertainty in the
limits of ownership make the conduct of agricultural
research all the more difficult by requiring complicated
negotiations.”64

Another review of possible options concludes that “the
sui generis legislation that developing countries must intro-
duce has to take into consideration the interests of both the
farming communities and the plant breeders in the formal
sector”65. This argues that adopting the systems developed
by the industrialised countries and embodied in UPOV is not
adequate and suggests approaches that take into account
Farmers’ Rights, as outlined in the International Treaty, and
which allows  a farmer to ‘save, use, sow, re-sow, exchange
share or sell his farm produce’. 

Although there is concern about the impact of PVP, the
major concern is about the extension of patenting. Even
those with widely different views on greater use of PVP tend
to be more concerned about its replacement by patents –
expecting such an outcome, within a few years, to lead to a
few major companies controlling seed production for all
major commercially important crops. While PVP legislation
allows further research on PVP varieties and commercialisa-
tion of that research, patenting does not (See Table A2 in
Annex 1). Though there is normally a research exemption,
commercialisation of anything developed requires permis-
sion of the patent holder – which can be a considerable dis-
incentive to further work and hence block its use. It is a
major problem with public goods research since the objec-
tive is to develop new products and methods and give them
away. 

4.5 Inventors and R&D 
The reality of invention through formal research and devel-
opment is some way removed from the romantic idea that
lies behind popular images. Scientists seeking to improve
understanding or solve problems for the good of humanity
are giving way perhaps to scientist entrepreneurs seeking

inventions either for themselves or their firm or university
which can give rise to a patent and which can be turned into
a profitable product or process to license. But if that is the
aim, then it is likely to affect the types of research undertak-
en and be geared to those things which people can buy –
and the poor cannot buy much. Some would argue that,
nowadays, scientists are essentially hired hands – or rather
brains – to deliver what the institution wants. The institu-
tional desire to have some proprietary control over the
product is likely to influence the autonomy with which pro-
jects are chosen and lines of research pursued or funded.
While this may benefit the researcher or research organisa-
tion, it may reduce the social value in what they do in pro-
ducing inventions that are freely usable by farmers,
especially poor farmers, or narrow the vision they pursue. 

The trend to proprietary science in agriculture, which
makes much use of patents and plant breeders rights also
raises major questions about the nature of R&D and which
scientists will be able to do what research. The move to a
more proprietary approach may affect not just the exchange
of germplasm but also the exchange of ideas, experience
and techniques which researchers use to spark off other
ideas. Restrictions on the sharing of information resulting
from the changed culture of scientific work may be as pro-
found as the effects on germplasm flow. Basically, lawyers
hate scientists talking together at conferences, potentially
‘giving away’ potentially valuable knowledge. As noted in
an engaging and illuminating account of how genetic engi-
neering has developed in agriculture “…if the legal staff had
had its way, the scientists would have published as little as
possible”66. Science, however, has flourished in an open,
transparent, sharing cultural environment. The use of confi-
dentiality agreements in universities and research institu-
tions, which are also doing more and more commissioned
research, is further eroding the openness to sharing of
knowledge67. Yet sharing knowledge is desirable to promote
the public good, for all. Claims to confidentiality in data sup-
plied to regulators for approvals, eg for new crops, are also
coming under greater public scrutiny and may be increas-
ingly challenged as an unwarranted use of another form of
IP, trade secrets.

We recommend that broad patents on research
tools and processes and restrictions on basic infor-
mation flows should be avoided. More generally, we
call for a major rethink about the nature of research
and development, the links between them and the
effects of IP rules on the direction of research, on
market structure and the public/private balance of
R&D.
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Farmers in the industrialised countries are generally a
small percentage of the population and are commer-
cially motivated, and fully integrated into the market

economy although there is still considerable variation
between them, from ‘agribusinessman’ to part-time family
farmer68. They buy in their supplies and seed. In most low-
and middle-income countries farmers are a much larger
proportion of the population. They vary from commercial
to largely subsistence farmers, from supplying export mar-
kets to national and local markets. The largely subsistence
farmers, of whom there are hundreds of millions, general-
ly save their own seed and continue to be trial and error
developers of landraces, breeds and techniques. They also
have little if any capital or access to credit, need risk min-
imising strategies and often lack secure tenure over land.
The private sector tends to market and do R&D directed at
the more commercial, larger farmers while the public sec-
tor focuses, with more or less success, on the smaller and
subsistence farmers, supported by the International
Agricultural Research Centres. 

The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) recog-
nises, in Article 8 (j), the need for in situ conservation of
biodiversity and the need to protect indigenous knowl-
edge. It requires governments, subject to their national
legislation, to preserve the knowledge, innovations and
practices of indigenous and local communities insofar as

that knowledge, innovation and practice serves the goals
of conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity. In
agriculture, this comes about through its use and develop-
ment in farming communities. Thus, the impact of changes
brought about by IP-protected innovation in agriculture
on those communities is an issue. The CBD also requires
governments to diffuse that knowledge, innovation and
practice with the cooperation of the holders of that knowl-
edge and encourage the sharing of any benefits that arise
from such diffusion.

The IP system fits into the commercial farming sector
and the input industries that support it. Its extension into
poor countries is likely to encourage the growth of private
seed businesses which should provide for some farmers.
The entry of biotechnology firms into this field has seen
major changes in the market structure of the seed supply
industry, with a major concentration of power. Many seed
firms have been bought up by the biotech firms as a way
for them to deliver their genes to the farmers through the
seed. Farmers in industrialised countries no longer just
buy this seed but also have to sign contracts forbidding
them from doing a variety of things, including saving seed
for reuse, and they are subject to inspection and, if found
culpable, prosecution. While this is having considerable
effects in industrialised countries (see Box 4) there are
major concerns about the effects of an IP system in low-
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5. Farmers

Box 4. Percy Schmeiser vs Monsanto

Percy Schmeiser, a Canadian farmer,
grew canola (oilseed rape) for more
than 40 years. In 1998, Monsanto
Canada Inc claimed that he had illegally
planted “Roundup Ready Canola”, a
seed tolerant of glyphosphate herbi-
cides, which was subject to a Canadian
patent owned by Monsanto US.
Monsanto Canada brought the case
before the Federal Court of Appeal as a
licensee. Monsanto claimed that Mr
Schmeiser had not signed a
“Technology Use Agreement” with the
company, which gave farmers the right
to grow the plants containing the
patented gene, before growing it on
1030 acres. 

Monsanto Canada claimed for: (i)
$15,450 in general damages on
account of land seeded for canola (at
the rate of $15 per acre of land, which
was in accordance with the terms of

the Technology Use Agreement), (ii)
$105,000 to be paid to the patent
owner, Monsanto US (which was the
value of the disputed crop), and (iii)
$25,000 for punitive and exemplary
damages.

Monsanto Canada based its claims on
its investigations in the summer of
1997 through a private investigating
agency. The agency undertook random
audits of canola crops growing in
Saskatchewan farms, including that of
Mr Schmeiser’s. This investigation indi-
cated that “Roundup Ready Canola”
was being grown on Schmeiser’s fields,
where it was not licensed.

Mr Schmeiser, in his defence, argued
that he was using his own strain of
canola and that his general practice
was to use chemical herbicides as little
as possible. He said that if his crop was
found to contain the patented gene

this was the result of contamination
which had occurred for various reasons.
These included: “cross field breeding by
wind or insects, seeds blown by passing
trucks, or dropping from farm equip-
ment, or swaths blown from neigh-
bours’ fields”. He lost his case but has
appealed.

This case is a pointer to the nature of
control that seed companies can exer-
cise over farming activities using the
leverage they obtain through IP protec-
tion. The nature of the rights plant
breeders enjoy under UPOV’91 would
make it easier for rights holders to
exercise control over harvested materi-
al, and also products of the harvested
material, if the rights holders claim that
they are unable to exercise their rights
over the infringing farmer, as Monsanto
did in the Schmeiser case.  
Source: Box based on box in Dhar op cit, fn 53

68Newby H (1979) Green and Pleasant Land? London:
Wildwood House, p 103
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and middle-income countries with a very different rural
structure and where hundreds of millions of people
depend on farming for their livelihoods69. Poor farmers in
low- and middle-income countries do need innovations
that will improve their livelihoods – by reducing their risks
of crop failures and other growing problems, reducing
labour bottlenecks through improved equipment and
increasing productivity without exposing them to too
much risk. The key question is how far the new global IP
regime and the way it is implemented will help or hinder
those needs. It seems unlikely that corporations will invest
in the food problems of poor nations or poor sectors with-
in those nations as their returns would be so marginal.

5.1 Farming’s future? 
The possible impact of the IP regime in agriculture can be
envisaged by extrapolating from positions and views held
at present. Perhaps the most likely scenario is for a global
food system that is IP-protected and intensive-farming
biotechnology led, with all commercially significant plants
and animals genetically modified by major corporations.
Plants and animals will be designed to meet the needs of
large-scale food manufacturers, processors and retailers
who increasingly supply urban markets globally and want
large quantities of uniform supplies from large-scale pro-
ducers. 

A strong production focus with a narrow view of effi-
ciency and a technology rachet effect as producers’ mar-
gins are squeezed is likely. Smallholder farmers in
developing countries are rapidly unable to maintain their
livelihoods and forced to seek work elsewhere or migrate
to towns and cities, causing major social upheavals. Some
small-scale producers are left with niche markets but if
these become substantial, then large-scale enterprises take
them over or drive them out. Widespread use of modern
varieties and GM crops, animals and cloning, produce
areas of considerable uniformity further undermining agri-
cultural biodiversity. Many plants and animals become
tied to the application of proprietary chemicals to activate
key traits. Farmers become less independent and are con-
tracted only to grow specified plants and animals. Any
reuse, replanting or further breeding will not be allowed
without payment of fees. Patents gradually replace plant
variety protection (plant breeders rights), as the biotech
industry involvement in breeding expands and this pre-
vents further research on their products by others. Small
seed companies are bought up globally and a few major
firms control seed production in every commercially
important crop. 

Commercial firms focus on protected seeds and ani-
mals, supplying to medium and large-scale enterprises,
and the seed and breeds sector begins to resemble the
pharmaceutical sector. Commercially unimportant crops
and animals are left to the public sector to research to pro-

duce new varieties for farmers, while special deals for use
of proprietary research tools and products for these crops
are required. There is further reduction in both agricultur-
al biodiversity and wild biodiversity, a decrease in in situ
conservation, and little or no space for traditional farming
systems unless they are able to supply niche markets.

Increasingly oligopolistic market structures dominate
each of the sectors, with little room for small and medium
sized enterprises (SMEs) and with any that become signif-
icant competitive threats being bought out and absorbed
in large businesses. The market power of large firms,
backed by advertising, pushes branded products onto
consumers, limits labelling, and is resistant to local choice
issues or concerns over processes by which food pro-
duced. The multifunctional values of farming in rural land-
scape, and livelihood issues are lost. 

While much of this may be likely, it is not inevitable or,
in our view, desirable There are alternatives, discussed in
our earlier reports: building on the natural and social cap-
ital created in a wide variety of farming systems is possible
and more sustainably viable70. 

5.2 More balanced incentives
The current IP regime provides incentives for innovation
in the formal sector by commercial interests but fails to
provide incentives for the sustainable conservation and
use of biodiversity by farmers. “Intellectual property rights
over life convey an asymmetric system of conserving,
using, transforming, managing, and controlling biodiversi-
ty. This asymmetry is detrimental to many indigenous and
peasant people, who are precisely amongst those most in
need of biological innovation and who can best carry it
out”, argues Joseph Gari from FAO71. These are the people
who should benefit from the CBD and the new ITPGRFA.
Full implementation of these, especially the Treaty and its
provisions on Farmers’ Rights, should help counterbal-
ance the present lack of incentives and rewards for them.

This also requires tackling the problems of biopiracy
(Annex 1) so that PVP rules no longer allow varieties that
have simply been discovered in one place to receive plant
breeders rights in another. A larger challenge is to address
a bias against work that would improve the livelihoods of
poor farmers and build on their knowledge and experi-
ence rather than rapidly replace it with innovations likely
to benefit fewer larger farms and promote more intensive
techniques. 

To meet such a challenge requires seeing an intrinsic
value in, and the justice of improving, rural livelihoods,
including those of poor farmers on marginal lands. But do
national policy makers want to support their farming pop-
ulation? In many states there are often de facto policies
which aim, or tend, to reduce numbers of smallholder
farmers, a process which the more private sector, IP-
based, approach will probably exacerbate in the future. If



smallholder farmers are squeezed out, as has historically
been the case in the industrialised countries72, unless there
exist alternative livelihoods or there is deliberate adoption
of policies that prevent them from being squeezed out,
then they face destitution, forced migration and food inse-
curity. Given the vast differences that exist in countries,
with farming populations varying from a considerable
majority of the population to a small minority, a range of
policy options is needed. These different approaches
include enabling some households to leave farming, pro-
viding others with technologies to improve their efficien-
cy and protect the natural resources they manage, and
enabling others to become fully commercial farmers –
depending upon the livelihood strategy73. And that will
require any use of IP in agriculture to recognise the differ-
ent circumstances and objectives, as the International
Plant Genetic Resources Institute has noted (Annex 2).

IP is only part of a much bigger policy mix that affects
the future of rural livelihoods and the type of farming
practised. However, the arguments about them are rele-
vant to understanding where IP fits. Some critics empha-
sise the need for a more participatory approach to
technology development, with the support and involve-
ment of smallholder farmers, and an agro-ecological
approach to agricultural development in keeping with
rural development needs. In this approach, biodiversity
must be viewed broadly, the importance of in situ conser-
vation and use stressed, and natural resource management
strategies used to develop technologies with resource
poor farmers that support the agro-ecological conditions74.
Such critics see GMOs as a biologically dangerous and
socially simplistic way of dealing with the complex reali-
ties facing smallholder farmers who have few resources
other than knowledge of how to farm in difficult condi-
tions. In their view, that knowledge needs to be nurtured
supported and built on, rather than replaced. 

Such critics also question the ability of the existing
international and national research systems to deliver this.
They argue that seeds encompass farmers’ strategies for

managing the land and risk. For example, farmers in the
Andes use hedgerows as decentralised and farmer-man-
aged in situ gene banks. Any seed introduction needs to
be in keeping with the farmers’ needs if it is not to destroy
their management system. A broader understanding of
agricultural biodiversity is required – it is not just the
genetic resources but the wider range of species that sup-
port production (e.g. pollinators, predators, soil biota) and
their agro-ecosystems as well as economic and social sys-
tems that go around them which need to be considered.
One response to this in Peru seeks a non-IPR based way
of safeguarding food security by creating a space for local
communities to manage and develop their genetic
resources – notably potatoes – within the framework of
the traditional and indigenous knowledge and practices75.
Another response, in India, seeks to have the small-scale
innovations of farmers and small-scale entrepreneurs cov-
ered by IP, with their inventors receiving some rewards76. 

Current trends, however, seem more likely to lead to
the rapid elimination of smallholder farmers and adoption
of models of agricultural production similar to those in the
USA and Europe, with few farmers linked into supply
chains. Yet, as OECD regularly points out, the US and EU
governments spend billions of dollars in various forms of
subsidies to agriculture – but they generally fail to benefit
small family farms which are continually squeezed out. In
fact, the supports may do more to help maintain land val-
ues, high levels of input prices and larger enterprises. In
the OECD area in 2000, total support to agriculture was
$327 billion or 1.3% of GDP, of which support to produc-
ers accounted for 34 % of total farm receipts77.

We recommend much greater flexibility in decid-
ing whether or not to apply IP rules to food and
farming and in the way in which any such rules are
applied in order to safeguard smallholder farmers’
interests and their farming systems. We also suggest
a variety of ways are developed to ensure Farmers’
Rights are met.
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6. Citizens in communities and countries

The ethical issues raised by the global IP regime
stretch far beyond agriculture. They include the
ever thorny issues surrounding the acquisition,

accumulation and distribution of property. “The most
important expansion of the concept of property has been
the creation of intellectual property. This has ancient ori-
gins but only in the 1990s did intellectual property regimes
move to the centre of trade regulation and global mar-
kets”, say John Braithwaite and Peter Drahos in their sem-
inal work on global business regulation78. The various
types of IP are a form of global business regulation today.
They are a government intervention, in the interest of
broader social goals, that favours some at the expense of
others for what are deemed broader social goals. Key
questions, then, are in whose interests do they operate,
how fairly do they reflect the interests of society as a
whole as against certain vested interests within it, and how
democratically are the rules made which help shape peo-
ple’s lives?

When it comes to inventions or knowledge that lead to
innovation in agriculture we all have an interest – human
food security depends on farmers’ continuing ability to
produce sufficient, safe, nutritious, food in a sustainable
manner from generation to generation. The question of
the utility of IP to society as a whole is central. Drahos
claims that “economic judgement on intellectual property
rights ultimately has to be based on the outcome of a cost-
benefit calculation…Without the cost-benefit approach
intellectual property would remain an opaque institu-
tion…we would not know who the real winners and
losers are when states, legislatures and judges shift the
boundaries of abstract objects and draw new enclosure
lines in the intellectual commons”79. We agree that the
costs and benefits need to be made apparent but not that
utility is the ultimate ethical basis for judgement, rather it
is one of several. Clearly, if the costs and benefits can be
apportioned, we can better make judgements about the
justice of the outcomes arising from the use of these tools
in agriculture, which are, anyway, supposedly designed
for economic and social welfare goals. 

6.1 Balancing private rights and public
interests
TRIPS talks of a balance of rights and obligations (Article 7
see Box 5). But this cannot be viewed simply within the
context of the Agreement itself but in the way the
Agreement – and indeed other agreements dealing with IP
- affects the overall balance of social and economic wel-
fare in relation to our food future. TRIPS identifies IPRs as
private rights. Yet the private rights of innovators or those
investing in innovation protectable by IPRs have to be bal-

anced by the overall public good of the whole of society
and the environment that may be affected by these inno-
vations. 

There seems to be an assumption that innovation is
intrinsically a good thing, irrespective of what or where it
is. But is that the case? To draw an analogy – it is as though
saying driving from London to Birmingham ever faster is a
good in itself when in fact society places limits on the
speed with which you may drive to reduce risks to other
road users and the individual, and nowadays to reduce
CO2 emissions. Perhaps there is a case to guard against
innovation without due care and attention, reckless inno-
vation and even causing death or damage by innovation.
This may be of particular relevance for the impact on tra-
ditional and indigenous communities, where inappropri-
ate innovations may damage or even destroy them, rather
than support them. 

Current IP regimes, as an extension of an individualis-
tic Western culture, generally make no allowances for the
protection of communal rights and intergenerational inno-
vation, which are the hallmark of many low- and middle-
income country cultural traditions. Much more work is
needed on appropriate reward and incentive systems for
innovation in these systems, but this need not necessarily
entail different forms of IP, although that is being investi-
gated by an inter-governmental committee in WIPO
(Annex 1E). 

The correct balance of rights and obligations
regarding IPRs is not achieved if:
• innovations are damaging (environmentally and/or

socially), 

• innovation is restricted or skewed by the implementa-
tion of minimum standards of IPP required by TRIPS,
and 

• costs will not be borne by the private interests promot-
ing the innovation but by the public at large or certain
sections, such as smallholder farmers or poor con-
sumers. 

One of the ways to ensure a balance comes from a

Box 5. TRIPS Article 7 Objectives

“The protection and
enforcement of intellectual
property rights should con-
tribute to the promotion of
technological innovation
and to the transfer and dis-
semination of technology,

to the mutual advantage of
producers and users of
technological knowledge
and in a manner conducive
to social and economic
welfare, and to a balance
of rights and obligations”



broader context of rules and regulations. Some, such as
competition and anti-trust rules aim to protect consumer
interests by preventing abuse of the exclusive rights that IP
bestows. Others, such as those still to be agreed in the
biosafety protocol of the CBD on liability for any unfore-
seen damage caused by biological innovations (Annex 1)
provide both environmental and economic safeguards. It
may be worth developing the speed limit analogy to
explain. Speed limits are imposed to reduce the numbers
killed in accidents. When it comes to innovation in the food
system, especially where there may be commercial pres-
sures to introduce inventions as quickly as possible into
farmers’ fields without due regard for the long-term conse-
quences, mechanisms to deal with these are surely needed.

Private industry has clearly seen the potential prof-
itability of IP-protected biotechnological research and has
invested heavily in it. Companies use IP-protected innova-
tion delivered through seeds as a tool in a battle for mar-
ket power. “Companies now seek protection through IPR
in more countries than they did in the past in order to (i)
expand their market share, (ii) prevent competitors from
becoming active in those countries, or (iii) as a bargaining
tool to negotiate favourable local agreements”80. In the
absence, as is normally the case in most low- and middle-
income countries, of a balancing competition, strict liabil-
ity framework and use of full cost accounting (which is
needed in industrialised countries too) to estimate the true
costs of changes, then IP favours private pressures to inno-
vate. This allows those promoting innovation to capture
benefits, while possibly not having to bear sufficiently the
cost of any adverse consequences from such innovation. 

These are, then, issues for rule-making per se. IP is a
social construction with social and economic conse-
quences, not some kind of ‘natural law’ like gravity. It is
crucial that these rules are inclusive of all interests, take
into account effects on our needs for food and farming,
and fit into a balanced set of broader rules. The way they
have been developed and extended globally to date gives
no confidence that they are. We recommend that any IP
rules must be balanced by the necessary anti-trust
and liability regimes and full implementation of
related agreements such as the International Treaty
and the CBD’s Biosafety protocol.

6.2 Public goods and social benefits
We need to produce what are called global public goods
through cooperative international action as an essential
element in achieving sustainable human development81.
Public goods have two basic properties – consumption by
one person does not detract from that of another (it is
‘non-rival’) and it is impossible or very difficult to exclude
an individual from enjoying the good (it is ‘non-exclud-
able’). Knowledge is non-rivalrous in the sense that those
sharing it do not lose what they have and others gain – but

it can be personally advantageous not to disclose some
knowledge to others if by so doing you can benefit. In gen-
eral, however, we benefit as human beings and as societies
from sharing knowledge – that is fundamental to educa-
tion. A problem in encouraging people to expand knowl-
edge, it is argued, is the difficulty of them capturing the
benefits from doing so without some form of support. This
might be direct state action, eg by paying people to do
research or make artistic creations, or indirect state action
to create conditions in which knowledge producers can
capture benefits from its production, eg, by introducing
laws that give innovators some claim over the knowledge
they produce, such as patents, copyright and other forms
of IP82. Thus, knowledge becomes a form of impure public
good – we allow some to exclude others from using it.

As we noted earlier, today the amount of public R&D
in agriculture, and especially that aimed at farmers, is
declining. Joseph Stiglitz, when he was chief economist at
the World Bank, pointed out that “relying on the private
sector for agricultural research is likely to result in under
investment from the point of view of society” because only
a limited number of profitable things will be researched.
He also noted that this applied research relies on contin-
ued publicly funded basic research and has greatly bene-
fited from past university and other public sector
research.83 In other words the public has and continues to
subsidise, private R&D. The question of the principles
underlying research arises – should it be driven by the
expected consequences or by the freedom to pursue cre-
ative curiosity?

The further that publicly-financed research moves
away from that usable by farmers, the more the only peo-
ple who can capture its benefits are those geared up to do
further research to turn fundamental ideas into applied
research producing new practices and products of use to
farmers. If this is left to the private sector, it will focus on
those things most likely to generate returns and serve mar-
kets that can absorb those products and services. Poor
farmers operating in marginal environments are unlikely
to provide a significant market. Thus as a matter of public
policy we are subsidising major corporations with R&D
labs by doing the background work that only they can
benefit from and not the kind of work that could be freely
shared and developed by farmers. This raises questions
about whether public R&D could focus on other areas of
R&D and on types of R&D for crops/farmers that the pri-
vate sector is not interested in, such as open-pollinated
high yielding maize, or contract others to do so. 

6.2.1 Options in international and national
agricultural research 
Agricultural research in which IP plays a major role is like-
ly to become more complex, more costly and more legal-
istic. Already there does not appear to be enough money
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going into public good agricultural research for develop-
ment that benefits the poor, both in low- and middle-
income countries and the IARCs, to sufficiently deal with
the complexities. This reduces their capacity to use the lat-
est research tools irrespective of the IP regime, which itself
may further reduce that capacity. Current trends in agri-
cultural research and IP are likely to exacerbate the situa-
tion unless action is taken both internationally and
nationally by governments. 

The challenges facing public good agricultural R&D are
a sub-set of those facing public good R&D and the circu-
lation of knowledge for development more generally.
Maintaining and developing public good, pro-poor, R&D
almost certainly requires a refocusing of the research
agenda and a similar approach may be needed for food. 

These concerns throw into question the appropriate
balance between supporting corporate actors and sup-
porting unincorporated individuals and communities. It
may be time for a radical rethink of the nature of technol-
ogy transfer – so it is no longer thought of as moving tech-
nology from one place to another but of nourishing the
innovative capacity of communities and countries able to
meet their needs. This should draw on the wealth of
knowledge, ideas and experience of the smallholder farm-
ers and communities involved in farming as well as from
other places in the world. In effect, this is how agriculture
has developed over millennia. A narrow focus on IP pro-
tected, ‘big science’ based R&D may miss many existing
and potential innovations of major benefit to farmers84.
Systems are needed to reward those who have nurtured
and developed agricultural biodiversity and this is a cru-
cial element of striking the balance between the users and
owners of IPRs. If not, such farmers will have no future in
a development paradigm based on capital intensive, large-
scale farming, their livelihoods will be threatened and
their food security undermined85. 

However the IP regime develops, mechanisms must be
found to continue to provide global public goods and the
first and foremost way of doing this is to make them freely
available in non-exclusive ways that cannot be misappro-
priated. There may be lessons to be learned from the con-
cern over the Human Genome Project, to ensure that data
produced by that remained in the public domain. There
are also clearly lessons to be learned from the patenting of
DNA in relation to medicines. As the recent discussion
paper from the Nuffield Council on Bioethics made clear,
the current way the patent system is being used is inap-
propriate86. While, in this report, we take a broader and
less sanguine view of the IP issues in relation to farming,
we endorse the specific concerns highlighted by Nuffield
and believe they have equal validity in the way the patent-
ing of DNA is affecting our food future. We recommend
that the exclusionary element of patents, plant vari-
ety protection and other forms of IP is rethought for

processes and products of importance to food pro-
duction, with a view to providing a right to reward
for use, if necessary, but denying the right to
exclude others from using processes, products and
knowledge necessary for food security.

6.3 Market structures
The work of Nobel prize-winning economist Amartya Sen
and others has shown that simply increasing food produc-
tion, as occurred in the so-called Green Revolution, does
not necessarily mean hungry people get fed and food inse-
curity for the poor is ended. If people’s entitlements are to
be met, the market and social structure in food and farm-
ing matter as well as lower prices and more food produc-
tion. The growing economic concentration of
biotechnology firms in agricultural development which
are able to commercialise the results of research suggests
the market structure in which private R&D operates will be
particularly important. The implications of IPP for market
structure and opportunities in rural and urban areas need
to be considered. John Barton, Professor of Law at
Stanford, identifies a number of concerns including87:

• Effects on increasing seed prices, which he expects to
be in the 10s of percent not hundreds. However, this is
a reason why public seed provision will be needed in
countries with oligopolistic seed markets, where a few
firms control most of the market, to provide alternative
sources and types of seed for smallholder farmers. 

• An increasing use of trade marks, patents and PVPs to
protect major developed-world markets from competi-
tion is likely, as is an increased use of lawyers.

• Use of patent portfolios to restrict follow-on research by
potential competitor and public sector bodies. This
requires countries to ensure developing world
researchers have a legal right to use such research.

• The need to counter oligopolistic tendencies through
competition and anti-trust measures.

• The need to restrict broad patent claims and patents on
fundamental innovation

Action on these is needed at a political level to shape
the framework in which inventors, companies and farmers
operate.

There is a ‘scale issue’ of who actually does private sec-
tor research – small and medium sized enterprises ground-
ed in specific socio-economic contexts or multinational
enterprises operating globally with local subsidiaries.
Large companies tend to focus on projects that give mini-
mum returns considerably larger than those required by
small companies. Moreover, large firms are unlikely to
introduce innovations that undermine major selling lines
or activities, unless forced to do so. Companies may also,
as discussed earlier, even use patents as a way of blocking



innovation: companies can buy patents, or patent tech-
nologies themselves, and then not use them (but prevent
other people from using them) so as to block develop-
ments that would hinder their agendas. 

Companies also tend to address problems that have a
market for the solution, not necessarily those problems for
people in most need, who because they lack money
[effective demand] do not form a market for the solution as
is the case for millions of farmers worldwide. As Ben
Mepham has noted: ‘features of the free market are that it
responds to: wants rather than needs; to purchasing
power rather than entitlement; and impulsively to tran-
sient influences (as revealed frequently on the stock mar-
kets) rather than with circumspection’88. 

The International Centre of Insect Physiology and
Ecology (ICIPE) in Kenya, for example, has had great dif-
ficulty in finding finance and an entrepreneur to turn into
a marketable product its patented product for insect con-
trol that costs one sixtieth of chemical control and might
be of considerable local use. It has been told that the total
market is too small and firms will not get a return on their
investment89. Society as a whole, however, might benefit
from such an innovation. 

There must be a balance between public and private
sector agricultural R&D leading to new techniques if there
is to be a choice for farmers, with the public sector work-
ing on things the private sector will not – and so providing
opportunities for farmers to have real choice in the
improvements they adopt and use in developing their
farming systems and securing their livelihoods. This
requires active participation by farmers in helping to set
public research goals, for researchers to produce things
that poorer farmers can use and have access to the tech-
niques they need in order to do so. Monitoring is needed
of the impact of IP on research practices and options for

researchers in developing countries and those working for
them in the IARCs.

6.4 Effects on consumers
Although most of our focus has been on the effects of
patents and plant breeders rights on farming, as these are
likely to have the biggest impact on people in low- and
middle-income countries never exposed to them before,
there will be effects on consumers too. Other forms of IP
also matter. Companies use a mix of them in their opera-
tions, as discussed earlier. There is an issue of scale – in
that use of IP in general seems to favour the larger players
which have the legal skills and financial resources to make
the most use of its various forms. As food businesses try to
serve global markets they will increasingly use trade-
marks, trade secrecy and databases. They are likely to use
them to affect behaviour patterns as people respond to
advertising and marketing which influence food habits. To
date, the disquiet felt by many about the IP-protected, pri-
vate sector-led GMOs has led many firms that focus on the
UK consumer to reject GMOs in their supplies, which are
being promoted by others at the production end. But this
may well change, as the biotech companies begin to pro-
duce products tailored more to the needs of processors
and distributors, or with new properties that can be used
in marketing to consumers. 

Since the IP regime plays a role in facilitating consoli-
dation and the domination of the food system by large cor-
porations from seeds to shops, further work is needed on
this and how to provide a more diverse business environ-
ment – matters which affect both autonomy and fairness.
We recommend a food system-wide study of the uses
and role of IPP and its effects on the system’s oper-
ation, functioning and market structures and of how
the rules on IPP affect the shape of R&D and are
used in influencing consumer habits.
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7. Agricultural biodiversity in the environment

The various forms of IP are legal constructs that
increasingly affect how we human beings treat
plants, animals, micro-organisms and other living

things and their future. Even in the CBD treaty designed to
protect biodiversity, living organisms are not given any
intrinsic value in and of themselves – but only in so far as
they are seen as resources for us human beings. It is an
anthropocentric, materialist vision of the world. As such, it
is not one to which considerable numbers of people from
different religious and philosophical viewpoints would
subscribe. 

Many opponents of patenting on life forms see this as
an inappropriate extension of private ownership rights to
resources that should be or were previously held in com-
mon. Some religious and cultural traditions regard the
extension of patents to living organisms as intrinsically
wrong. In particular, the claim to human invention in rela-
tion to living material violates the belief in a divine creator
and that life is a gift - the shared inheritance of human
kind. Many more people without a specific religious view
appear to have a considerable sense of unease about ani-
mal biotechnology 90. Patenting of life forms “marks a sig-
nificant further step in the larger process of the
commodification of life” and the “reduction of the value of
life and nature to the merely economic”91. Yet current
patent law in the US views DNA as just another chemical
entity and sees nothing exceptional about patenting living
things. Indeed our economic system today celebrates the
turning of everything into a commodity for sale. 

Others without fundamental objections to patenting
life forms nonetheless have concerns about the conse-
quences of the new IP regime on living organisms. One
concern is that patents underpin developments in genetic
engineering that risk disturbing a complex pattern of inter-
relationships in the natural world that we still only partial-
ly understand. Already the commercial breeding of
varieties using PBRs and their widespread planting is hav-
ing dire effects on agricultural biodiversity which has been
created by the activities of diverse human communities
over generations. “The main cause of genetic erosion in
crops, as reported by almost all countries, is the replace-
ment of local varieties by improved or exotic varieties and
species”92. In a world threatened with increasingly variable
and extreme weather events such as storms, floods and
droughts, linked to climatic change, widespread applica-
tion of IP-protected, less diverse crops may affect the sus-
tainability of farming systems as well as farmers’ and
researchers’ efforts to adapt to climatic changes. In a world
dominated by IP and contract law and short-term eco-
nomic interests in breeding we wonder if there will be suf-
ficient flexibility and diversity for both farmers and

researchers to respond to changing needs93. 
One question, then, is whether the balance of rights

and obligations achieved in the current IP regime that
helps underpin the application of biotechnology is such as
to minimise any accidental damage (eg unforeseen conse-
quences of biological innovations on ecosystem viability).
This requires appropriate methods of risk management,
adequate trials, monitoring and evaluation, and placing
constraints on over-rapid deployment of technology with-
out an adequate biosafety regime and liability regime to
compensate for any such effects (or provide mechanisms
to ensure food is available to do so). 

Although much attention has been given to plants,
there is widespread use of genetic engineering techniques
with animals including fish where patenting plays a major
role. This deserves more attention than it has received to
date, before commercialisation of whole new ranges of
GM animals begins94. According to a report for the
European Commission, “The changing market structure
with consolidation of firms involved in breeding – both
plants and animals – is also leading to a loss of some
species. One interviewee argued that industry consolida-
tion can produce determined action against the conserva-
tion of genetic resources, using examples from the US.
There were 480 genetic lines of poultry in US 15 years ago
(meat, eggs, chicken & turkey) selected for all sorts of
traits. Now 227 have gone and another 200 or so are at
high risk. With company buy-outs, the number of compa-
nies involved is falling, and the lines are being destroyed
as a company buys up another company, then slaughters/
destroys all their genetics, unless they are of short term use
in the breeding programme so they can take over the
clientele. This provides a cheaper way of gaining market
share than seeking out IPRs worldwide.”95

Widespread adoption of a narrow selection of varieties
and monocultural cropping patterns – or animal produc-
tion with the development of clones – “renders the entire
crop susceptible to organisms that are pathogenic to those
varieties”96. Thus diversity does have both a natural advan-
tage in a changing world climate and strategic advantage
in a hostile world. It is important for the well-being of both
biosphere and people, and that agricultural biodiversity
developed over millennia is worthy of being protected
and sustained. It is a matter of intergenerational justice,
fairness to those using them and the well-being of the bio-
logical resources themselves. We recommend recogni-
tion be given to the intrinsic value of agricultural
biodiversity and mechanisms be developed to main-
tain and develop this in all countries.



7.1 Bioweapons
Another concern is over the deliberate use of biotech
weapons aimed at disrupting agricultural production of
specific groups or regions, expressed most recently by the
International Committee for the Red Cross97. Sadly, so far
in human history, it seems that many major developments
in biology have been accompanied by attempts to see if
they can be used to develop weapons98. Moreover, “all
known biological weapons programmes about which
there is publicly available information have included a
concern with the military utility of offensive anti-crop bio-
logical warfare agents and munitions”99 To avoid this
requires conflict prevention, banning of such weapons
backed by systems to prevent their development and use,
and means of verification. It is in the verification area that
questions have arisen over how far industry concerns over
protection of their IP could impede controls to prevent the
intentional use of biotechnology to inflict damage through

the development and use of biological weapons by either
states or terrorists. 

The failure to agree a binding and effective verification
protocol to the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention
at the end of 2001, which was precipitated by the USA,
was a major blow to reducing the risk from biological
weapons. Although there were many reasons for the final
collapse, two were government concerns over the loss of
national security information and US industry concerns,
largely from the pharmaceutical industry, over snap
inspections which might compromise commercial confi-
dentiality of their trade secrets. In discussions on conclud-
ing a protocol without the USA, some European industries
are concerned that they would have to be open to inspec-
tion and US industry not, and are unwilling to be so100. 

We recommend that all governments sign up to
and implement an effective verification protocol to
the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention. 
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The complex nature of food and farming and their
interactions with biotechnology and IP suggest that
the minimum, ‘one size fits all’ set of TRIPS rules,

despite any flexibilities, is inadequate to deal with the
diverse needs of communities world wide. Indeed,
although the USA supports a one size fits all in TRIPS, the
US delegate at the first meeting of the WIPO IGC in May
2001 questioned whether ‘a comprehensive, uniform set
of rules at the international level to govern the use of
genetic resources, traditional knowledge and folklore’ was
either possible or desirable. Since many farming commu-
nities are actively engaged in the development and main-
tenance of agricultural biodiversity, the same question
should be asked about TRIPS. Already in relation to pub-
lic health, special treatment has been given to developing
countries to ensure the patent system does not inhibit the
availability of essential medicines to fight deadly diseases
in developing countries. 

Article 8.1 of TRIPS allows members to “adopt mea-
sures necessary to protect public health and nutrition, and
to promote the public interest in sectors of vital impor-
tance to their socio-economic and technological develop-
ment, provided that such measures are consistent with the
provisions of this Agreement”. At the WTO Ministerial
meeting in Doha in November 2001, in a separate
Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and Public Health,
ministers noted that “the TRIPS Agreement does not and
should not prevent Members from taking measures to pro-
tect public health”. One of the central obligations of states
is to ensure the food security of their people and food
should be treated similarly to public health. This may be
particularly relevant if R&D in the food system moves into
a similar pattern to that in the pharmaceutical sector,
which also has a problem in generating products that deal
with the diseases of poor people101. 

8.1 Tinkering with - or changing - the
system?
Some of the concerns about, for example, the effects of
over-broad patents on innovation in agriculture can be
addressed within the terms of TRIPS through strict defini-
tional and examination criteria. Article 27.2 could be inter-
preted to exclude certain inventions from patentability as
long as commercial exploitation of these inventions is also
forbidden according to TRIPS. This might address con-
cerns of people who do not approve of patenting life
forms on moral, religious or customary law bases. Other
issues, such as those concerning the length of protection
would require changes to TRIPS.

Article 27.3(b) provides the most scope for revisiting
the provisions, as such a review is mandated and has been

highlighted in the Doha Ministerial declaration. However,
this review has been deadlocked and would require sig-
nificant movement among the members to achieve a con-
sensus (see Table A1 in Annex 1). If, however, any
interpretations or clarifications are made that acknowl-
edge the special importance of food security and the need
for differentiation in that area, linked as it is to nutrition
which is specifically mentioned in Article 8, this review
would be the place to do it. 

The thrust of many of the concerns about the impact of
IPP on food security, and the application of biotechnolo-
gy, is that they will impede the development needs of the
poorest people in many countries. Since food security is a
crucial issue for development, and the Ministerial declara-
tion clearly required members to ‘take fully into account
the development dimension’ in their deliberations there
should be space to do so. 

Other options should also be explored to make the
rules more suitable to the needs of agriculture and the bio-
logical sphere. A number of suggestions have been made,
some of which would require the current international
rules agreed in TRIPS to be changed. These include: 
1. To remove all biological materials, including micro-
organisms, from patentability and seek other reward sys-
tems to encourage innovations. This has been suggested
by many governments, particularly from Africa, in the
review of Article 27.3(b) of TRIPS. 

2. To amend the terms and conditions for patentability to
facilitate agricultural research for development. For exam-
ple, Ismail Serageldin former chair of the CGIAR argued at
the Global Forum on Agricultural Research (GFAR) that a
number of options be considered102:

• patent length on research processes should be restricted
to 5-6 years, by which time often new processes had
been developed anyway, and which gave companies a
head start; 

• a flat fee should be set for use of the patented process
after a fixed time so users cannot be held hostage by
monopoly rights holders; 

• a clip-art like toolkit of patented technologies (i.e. free
for public use and easily obtainable) should be devel-
oped that would be freely available to public good
national and international R&D in specific countries or
for specific poor people’s crops; or,

• declare certain regions as kinds of ‘conservation areas’
where the rights of patent holders are restricted or over-
ridden for the greater public good.

• exclude basic processes from patentability. 

8. Rethinking the rules



3. To develop a pooled resource base of patents in which
rights holders agree to non-exclusive royalty free licensing
of the patented process and products for specific purpos-
es could be done in the existing legal framework. It would
also need to include the tacit knowledge (or know-how
gained by experience) required to utilise them for agricul-
tural research. This might be done by creating some kind
of organisation with many members pooling their patents
or by encouraging individual companies to publish details
of all the patents they hold on the web, and offer down-
loadable royalty-free licences for use in those jurisdictions
where required, with minimum bureaucratic effort.

4. To create, for plant breeding, a compensatory liability
regime, which involves an automatic licence for use by
someone developing an innovation further. This denies
the first inventor the right to exclude people from using
the innovation. If someone used the innovation immedi-
ately, there would be a set compensation fee payable. This
would not apply, however, if the follow-on developer
waited a set time before using the innovation. Then the
knowledge would be considered freely available in the
public domain, as by then the inventor should have
recouped any R&D cost through his exclusive use of the
innovation or by receiving compensation from others who
were using it. The first inventor would anyway have had
to draw on the public domain for much of what lay behind
their relatively small-scale innovation103. 

None of these will happen easily. They require sub-
stantial political effort to be achieved. And all have impli-
cations for the way TRIPS is implemented, interpreted and
possibly amended in the future as well as for negotiation
in other places, such as WIPO to ensure that these do not
remove the flexibilities within TRIPS or the possibility of
amending it. 

In the meantime, regional groupings of countries could
choose the strictest interpretation of many of the terms in

TRIPS for patentability, such as exclusion of discoveries,
strict definitions of the inventive step – and at the same
time support their industries to take out patents in the key
industrialised country jurisdictions on things not
patentable in their own. If they did so, then they could do
as the now industrialised countries once did. That is, take
advantage of many processes and products, patented in
other jurisdictions but not allowed to be in their own
countries and develop trade in the products produced
amongst themselves unhindered by current rules. This
might seem only just and fair, and could provide one
mechanism to achieve the technology transfer talked of in
TRIPS. They would not be able to export to the jurisdic-
tions with more lax rules, however, and may have more
difficulty in joint venture and foreign direct investment
(FDI) from firms in those countries. The key challenge for
those with significant farming communities is in melding
their knowledge, skills and aspiration with that from the
more formal R&D sector to achieve greater food security. 

We recommend that the existing rules are modi-
fied to differentiate between the needs of different
sectors and countries in agriculture, so that, for
example: 

• patent terms may be varied according to the sub-
ject matter and level of economic development

• the exclusionary element of patents, plant variety
protection and other forms of IP is rethought for
processes and products of importance to food
production, with a view to providing a right to
reward for use, if necessary, but denying the right
to exclude others from using processes, products
and knowledge necessary for food security

• broad patents on research tools and processes
and copyright restrictions on basic information
should be avoided.
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Will the current, high level of IP protection make
the world a better place with a safer, more sus-
tainable, secure food supply, distributed in a

just and equitable way? Looking, say, 50-100 years ahead,
will the future be one where a few companies control the
markets in plants and animals (including fish) in a similar
way to those in energy, chemicals, film and other indus-
tries today? If so, will it matter? We believe profoundly that
it will. We subscribe to what has been called the dungheap
theory of power – gathered together, concentrated, it
stinks; only when it is spread out and incorporated into
the soil that is society does it fertilise all its members and
empower them to blossom and be creative104. 

The full impact of a global IP regime will not become
clear for many years, possibly decades. But it is likely to be
profound – just as the rewriting of the IP rules in the late
19th century and related legal changes helped shape the
economic environment in which future developments
took place and laid the basis for the economic concentra-
tion of power we see today.

Patent law today represents the balance that society
has struck between the principle of rewarding inventive-
ness in a competitive commercial culture and the principle
of knowledge gained from research being freely available.
However, as a result of increasing privatisation, scientific
research seems to be shifting away from its traditional val-
ues of openness and discussion towards confidentiality
and secrecy. As a result, the growing power of the corpo-
rate sector, together with the extension of patents to life
forms, will tip an already unequal balance, and strengthen
the power of corporate interests while further marginalis-
ing questions of human welfare and social justice. Some
groups advocate a complete rethinking of the way
innovation is promoted in agriculture and the life
sciences. We support this. 

As the Church of Scotland SRT Project has argued, a
democratic deficit is developing in our increasingly glob-
alised society, where momentous decisions which could
alter the whole future course of humanity are taken in fora
which are outside democratic control. Slowly, however,
there is emerging a growing pressure from a broadening
range of groups to rethink the current regime, troubled as
it is by a whole range of  ethical concerns over the exten-
sion of patents to lifeforms, their impact on food and bio-
diversity, and the way in which these international
agreements are arrived at. Debate and examination of
these issues should be encouraged and one response
should be to create local citizen juries to discuss / debate
issues in IP. 

Perhaps the single most important conclusion to draw

from looking at the current IP regime and its global expan-
sion is that there is a danger of us sleepwalking into a new
set of relationships that will not, in the end, deliver the
social and economic benefits they are supposed to. Some
forms of IP clearly are ‘winner takes all’ and it is naïve to
talk of ‘win-win’ situations because inevitably some peo-
ple lose, while others gain.

There are a number of possible responses to the cur-
rent situation. One is a resigned acceptance with any
remedial action being limited to an attempt to mitigate any
major problems for specific groups. This amounts to see-
ing the WTO as all powerful, the TRIPS rules as fixed and
the vested interests as too great to shift. Another response
is to reject the whole idea of IP in agriculture and to seek
to return to the, quite recent, situation where it played lit-
tle or no part. A third response is to admit the possibility
of such a change to an IP free situation, while seeking the
greatest use of existing flexibilities and making amend-
ments to existing rules to better suit the needs of agricul-
ture. This latter option will entail monitoring the effects
and being willing and having the capacity to amend or
revoke the rules if necessary.  We prefer a combination of
the last two and we recommend introducing special
and differential treatment of IP for food and farm-
ing in low- and middle-income countries based on
their particular social and economic conditions.

Our aim in this report has been to alert readers to the
range of issues involved and encourage a greater debate
about this as a step towards dealing with them and avoid-
ance of a resigned acceptance of the status quo. As such
we have focussed more on providing a background and
outline of issues and only wish to frame general recom-
mendations at this time. More specific proposals are con-
tained in many submissions to the TRIPS Council, and
listed in Annex 1, and in the recent report of the
Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, set up by the
UK Government.

9.1 Make rulemaking more just
The first point to stress when it comes to IP is that we, as
societies, make up the rules – and we can remake them.
There is absolutely nothing that is ‘natural’ about IP.
Moreover, the recently created minimum one size fits all
approach is inappropriate and should be amended.

One problem is the undemocratic and self-interested
nature of the rule making in this area. As the Bellagio dec-
laration concludes “…laws of intellectual property, as well
as laws of neighboring and related rights, have been
designed by a few individuals and applied to many. The
goal of a just world order of intellectual property may be
best advanced by addressing the process by which intel-

9. Conclusions and recommendations



lectual property laws are made and revised, to provide
more representation for interests other than those of gov-
ernments and information industries - through the inclu-
sion of more non-governmental organizations and
community groups in the dialogue”105

This suggests that in reviewing and revising interna-
tional agreement such as TRIPS in relation to food, and in
implementing the provisions of other agreements that
affect the future of our food such as the CBD and IT
PGRFA, primacy should be given to the need for flexibili-
ty in rules and adaptation to the needs of farmers and cit-
izens rather than the vested interests of lobby groups and
export industries. Their effects should be monitored and,
if necessary, the rules changed or abandoned if they
adversely affect the food providing capacity of the bios-
phere. 

In the interim, something similar to the declaration on
TRIPS and Public Health is needed. This will entail aban-
doning the pressures from developed countries to
strengthen IPP in developing countries beyond the pre-
sent requirements. Also needed is a substantive review of
the provisions of article 27.3(b) of the TRIPS agreement
which permits the changes being urged by the developing
countries at least as options in the jurisdictions that wish to
adopt them and without having to trade off concessions in
other areas.

It is simply not acceptable to look at rule making in a
narrow context. Rule making is not some self-contained
and consistent process: it is not a fair process. It involves
very unequal players, processes that are in themselves
inequitable, systems that require trade-offs for things that
should not be traded as they are incommensurate, and
coercive bargaining relationships106. Ways must be found
to ensure that powerful countries do not simply exploit
other means to gain what they have been unable to do in
the WTO. 

9.2 Support public good R&D and equitable
market structures focussing on the needs
of smallholder farmers and poor consumers
We believe the public sector must ensure, in the interests
of distributive justice and social well-being, that a suitable
balance is struck so that the interests of poor people and
farmers in disadvantaged areas are not neglected. This
means recognising that markets work and markets fail –
the latter especially when it comes to meeting the needs of
those without effective demand. Governments have a
responsibility to ensure the needs of the poor are met
nationally and collectively as an international community.
Action may be needed, for example, to avoid economic
concentration of market power in the seed and breeding
industries, which is fuelled by the IP regime.

The links between research and development should

also be re-examined. It may be that better results for the
poor can be achieved by ensuring that research findings
and inventions leading to new processes are kept separate
from development activities. Exclusive rights over these
processes should not be given but they need to be made
widely available for the greatest public good– and compe-
tition encouraged in the application of these processes,
not giving the inventor control over them and excluding
others from their use. It is inappropriate, for example, for
the IARCs to adopt the US reading of patents, especially if
the countries they work in do not share it. Thus, the lan-
guage and tenor in Material Transfer Agreements should
not be linked to a US understanding of patentability, espe-
cially dealing with countries where a particular US patent
itself may not be in force or even obtainable under their
interpretation.

Public good R&D for farming, which redresses the
unbalanced focus on private sector, IP-protected biotech-
nology based research, is needed – directed to the farming
communities. More work too is needed to understand how
other forms of IP, which more directly affect consumers,
are used by the main actors and, in particular, how they
affect nutrition and the well-being of the poor. 

9.3 Recognise the value in agricultural
biodiversity
In our view, living organisms have intrinsic value, beyond
the instrumental value which is of use to human beings.
There is also value in maintaining and building on the
huge range of agricultural biodiversity developed by farm-
ers over the millennia which is in danger of being lost.
Urgent attention is needed on the impact of IP rules on the
future of animal breeding, maintenance of the existing
range of breeds and their future viability. Given the impor-
tance of in situ and on farm conservation and develop-
ment of genetic resources for food and agriculture, the
CBD and ITPGRFA should be fully implemented to safe-
guard them and the traditional and indigenous communi-
ties who maintain and develop this agricultural
biodiversity should be encouraged to flourish. 

9.4 Move beyond coercive bargaining
TRIPS does allow countries to use the flexibilities and
ambiguities within it to suit national needs and not simply
follow one country’s interpretation and practice of those
rules. Achieving an understanding of where there should
be changes in future as the rules are reviewed and having
the negotiating strength and capacity to get those changes
is also needed, as well as the capacity to follow and ensure
that activities in other fora and places do not contradict
these aims. Particular attention should be paid to the work
in WIPO on patent harmonisation which, as the CIPR
report points out, must not be allowed to undermine the
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flexibilites countries need to adopt or not, as they decide,
levels of IP protection that are appropriate to their agricul-
tural and general development needs.107

While the TRIPS Agreement lays down certain mini-
mum standards it allows countries considerable flexibility
to interpret the meaning of the words used. This is in
keeping with the understanding that patents are territorial
and it is up to each country to determine the details of its
own patent law. Legally, if countries have been or are
obliged to adopt interpretations stricter than they would
otherwise wish, or that go beyond those outlined in TRIPS,
this would be in breach of Article 1 of TRIPS, which states
“Members may, but shall not be obliged to, implement in
their law more extensive protection than is required by
this Agreement, provided that such protection does not
contravene the provisions of this Agreement. Members
shall be free to determine the appropriate method of
implementing the provisions of this Agreement within
their own legal system and practice.”

In reality, however, many countries may have no
choice but to agree to higher IP standards than in TRIPS or
specific interpretations in order to gain trade preferences
or otherwise make bilateral agreements with the USA or
EU on other issues. After complaints from NGOs about EU
pressures in its bilateral negotiations with low- and mid-
dle-income countries to adopt TRIPS plus legislation, the
Trade Commissioner agreed that the EU would not
require, as part of the terms for other agreements, that
countries adopted levels of IP protection in excess of
those in TRIPS108. However, many bilateral and regional
agreements with the USA do require this109. Countries
should be free to develop their own sui generis system for
PVP if they wish and not be pressured into adopting
UPOV. They also should have the technical support need-
ed to develop such sui generis systems from organisations
they feel confident will act in their interests.

9.5 Adopt a new language – from IPRs to
IMPs
In general, we suggest it is time to change the language we
use about IP. The generally used generic term of intellec-
tual property rights (IPRs) masks the different nature and
origins of the various forms of IP, and conflates ideas and
justifications that might be appropriate for one, such as
copyright, with another, such as patents. For if, as Drahos
suggests “The privilege that lies at the heart of all intellec-
tual property is a state-based, rule governed privilege to
interfere in the negative liberties of others110” then as a way
of changing our understanding of them we should use lan-
guage that more accurately reflects what they are. We con-
cur with his suggestion that “the language of property
rights would be replaced by the language of monopoly
privilege. The grant of these monopolies would be tied to
the idea of duty. Duty-bearing privilege would form the
heart of an intrumentalism in intellectual property111” Thus
the term, intellectually-based monopoly privileges (IMPs)
would more accurately reflect what they are, if indeed a
generic term is needed – privileges granted by society to a
few to exclude the rest, which can enrich the few, in the
name of producing things society wants or as a means of
rewarding their creativity. Such a change in language can
help in restructuring the debate about the kind of IP sys-
tem and rules we want, whom we want to benefit and the
range of things we want them to cover. It will help regain
sight of the social contract that lies behind IP policy, which
is essential in food and farming.

This will not interfere with real human rights – inalien-
able, unassignable - such as the right to life – and food.
These human rights cannot and should not be given to
corporate bodies – as these themselves are inventions of
the state/society. Yet increasingly today, the various forms
of IP are simply a tool in the battle for market power,
where individuals no longer benefit from the IMPs they
are supposed to benefit from. 



A. The Agreement on the Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS)

The TRIPS Agreement provides minimum national stan-
dards for levels of protection to the creators of intellectual
property in the following areas:

• copyright and related rights; 

• trademarks; 

• geographical indications; 

• industrial designs; 

• patents (and plant variety protection or PVP); 

• layout-designs (topographies) of integrated circuits; 

• protection of undisclosed information; and,

• control of anti-competitive practices in contractual
licences 

Unlike other WTO Agreements, the only special and
differential treatment for low- and middle-income coun-
tries in TRIPS concerns the timetable for implementation.
While developed countries had to implement TRIPS with-
in one year of entry into force of the Agreement, these
countries had an extra four years - i.e. until 1 January 2000.
A similar delay applied to economies in transition (from
centrally-planned to market economies) and least devel-
oped countries have a 10 year transition period but they
may apply for extensions and so could delay implement-
ing TRIPS if they wished. Newly acceding members of the
WTO generally do not benefit from the transitional
arrangements.

A1 Patents
Three sub paragraphs in Article 27 permit exceptions to
the basic rule on patentability:
• When members want to prevent the commercial
exploitation of the invention to protect ordre public or
morality; this explicitly includes inventions dangerous to
human, animal or plant life or health or seriously prejudi-
cial to the environment (Art 27.2). 

• Diagnostic, therapeutic and surgical methods for the
treatment of humans or animals (Art 27.3(a)). 

• Article 27.3(b) permits WTO Members to exclude from
patentability: 

“plants and animals other than micro-organisms, and
essentially biological processes for the production of
plants or animals other than non-biological and microbio-

logical processes. However, Members shall provide for the
protection of plant varieties either by patents or by an
effective sui generis system or by any combination there-
of. The provisions of this subparagraph shall be reviewed
four years after the date of entry into force of the WTO
Agreement”

The language of this exception is deliberately complex
and continues to be subject to interpretation and legal
argument over its meaning112. Members may also provide
limited exceptions to the exclusive rights conferred by a
patent, provided that such exceptions do not unreason-
ably conflict with a normal exploitation of the patent and
do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of
the patent owner, taking account of the legitimate interests
of third parties (Art 30).

Patents must also be available and patent rights enjoy-
able without discrimination as to the place of invention
and whether products are imported or locally produced -
the so-called ‘national principle’ (Art 27.1). According to
Article 28.1(a) of the TRIPS Agreement, patents relating to
products confer the right to prevent third parties from
‘making, using, offering for sale or importing for those
purposes the product’ without the patentee’s consent. This
last point is important for agricultural trade. If something
was allowed to be patented in the USA, say, but which was
not patented elsewhere, then the US patentee could block
imports of that product unless royalty payments were
made. This has happened in a number of cases, for exam-
ple with a patent on yellow beans, and given rise to con-
siderable controversy113. 

In the case of process patents, the patentee may pre-
vent the use of the process as well as the commercialisa-
tion of a product ‘obtained directly by that process’. Thus,
if a process to produce a plant (e.g. by genetic engineer-
ing) is patented, exclusive rights would also apply with
respect to the plants obtained with the process. Article
34.1 also places the burden of proof in process patents on
the producer to show that it is not being produced by the
patented process.

A1.1 Article 27.3(b)
The terms used in Article 27.3(b) are not defined in the
TRIPS Agreement. This means there is scope for individual
national interpretations and protracted legal wrangles are
likely to determine which ones will prevail. The words
open to interpretation are: plants, animals, micro-organ-
isms, essentially biological processes, non-biological,
microbiological, plant varieties, effective, and sui generis
system. These disputed words are defined differently in
different international and national legislation. 

Currently, patenting principles and practices on
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Annex 1: The institutional mix
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General

Extend the transition period for
implementation 

Extend review and after comple-
tion allow an additional five year
transition period 

Harmonise TRIPS with CBD: 

• by requiring information on
providers of genetic resources
and countries of origin of bio-
logical material under TRIPS Art.
29, or 

• by incorporating a provision that
patents inconsistent with CBD
Art. 15 must not be granted

Include provisions to: 

• promote, not undermine, the
conservation and sustainable use
of genetic material

• prevent bio-piracy and

• ensure appropriate returns to
traditional communities.

Introduce mandatory system of IPR
protection for traditional knowl-
edge of indigenous and local com-
munities, based on the need to
recognise collective rights

Table A1. Some proposals made in TRIPS Council for the 

review of Article 27.3(b)

Low and middle income countries (either individually or in groups)

On life patenting 

Exclude patents on all life forms; or 

- at least exclude patents based on traditional/indige-
nous knowledge and products and processes essential-
ly derived from such knowledge. 

Extend the exclusion for essentially biological processes
to microbiological processes

Retain flexibility for members to exclude plants and
animals.

• leave to national policy decisions on what are
patentable microorganisms, including in light of Art.
27.2 (morality and ordre public).

• allow members to require further conditions for
patentability, viz (1) identification of source of genet-
ic material; (2) traditional knowledge used to obtain
that material; (3) evidence of fair and equitable bene-
fit-sharing; and (4) evidence of prior informed con-
sent for the exploitation of the patent. 

• clarify that discoveries or naturally occurring materials
are not patentable

• provisions on patenting of microorganisms should
only apply to genetically modified microorganisms.

Do not permit any further strengthening of the protec-
tion presently provided to life forms.

On sui generis system 

Retain flexibility for members to
decide on the most effective sys-
tem. UPOV is not the only refer-
ence to fulfill the criterion of
effectiveness 

Must be flexible enough to suit
each country’s seed supply system

There are various ways to develop
an effective sui generis system and
no reason why countries cannot
develop their own models.

Include protection of indigenous
knowledge and farmers’ rights

What is an effective sui generis sys-
tem may be best left to each
Member to evolve in its legal sys-
tem and practice. 

Ensure that the preservation of
Farmers’ Rights is not considered a
dilution of effectiveness of the sys-
tem.

Industrialised countries (either individually or in groups)

General

Avoid overly complex
requirements which oblige
patent applicants to pro-
vide:

• an official certificate of
the source and origin of
the genetic material and
the related traditional
knowledge used,

• evidence of fair and
equitable benefit sharing
and 

• evidence of prior
informed consent from
government or local
communities for the
exploitation of the sub-
ject matter of the patent. 

On life patenting 

No lowering of standards of pro-
tection

No extension of transition periods

Consider whether a provision on
the disclosure of the origin of
genetic resources should be
inserted in the TRIPS Agreement
to ensure a more effective imple-
mentation of the CBD 

The exclusion for plants and ani-
mals is a balanced provision that
takes into accounts members’
needs and interests.

Eliminate the exclusion for plants
and animals so that they must be
patentable in all countries

On sui generis system 

A system under the UPOV Convention is an effective sui gener-
is system

The proper balance between breeders’ rights and farmers’
rights will be solved by adopting a UPOV system 

There should be flexibility with regard to the implementation of
the sui generis option to allow for effective benefit sharing
with indigenous and local farming communities. 

The UPOV system is a useful reference for the basic level of
protection of any sui generis system for the protection of plant
varieties, but there may be other sui generis systems that meet
the requirements of Article 27.3(b) 

Incorporate UPOV 91 into TRIPS

An effective sui generis system would: apply to all varieties in
the plant kingdom; apply to varieties that are new, distinct,
uniform and stable; grant rights only to breeders; grant rights
of at least 20 year duration; prevent others from commercialis-
ing protected varieties without authorisation; etc.

Source: edited from table compiled by  GRAIN, http://www.grain.org/publications/trips-countrypos-en.cfm
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biotechnological inventions are still in a state of flux,
including in those countries that have already gained
experience in patenting genes, according to Prof Carlos
Correa114. Where it is allowed, ‘the patenting of genes at
the cell level extends the scope of protection to all plants
which include a cell with the claimed gene’, he says.
Generally speaking, patents give patentees the right to
prevent any commercial use of the materials, including for
research and breeding purposes. This could threaten com-
mercial breeding, especially with broadly drafted patents,
for example, those which seek rights over processes used
in any species. Unduly broad patents, however, should
not be granted and, if they are, may be revoked following
successful legal action. 

WTO Members may provide limited exceptions to the
exclusive rights conferred by a patent (Art 30). This pro-
vides some flexibility in drafting patent legislation and
may allow Members to include exemption for research
and breeding purposes. WTO Members are also free to
determine what ‘invention’ means and many developing
countries, including Argentina, Brazil and the Andean Pact
countries, ‘exclude the patentability of materials found in
nature, even if isolated therefrom’, notes Prof Correa.
Other areas of flexibility are in how novelty and inventive
step are interpreted and the scope of claims that will be
admitted. 

Many proposal have been submitted for the review of
the provision of Article 27.3(b) and these are collated in
Table A1. There is no agreement in sight, however, at the
time of writing.

A2 Plant variety protection
TRIPS requires WTO Members to introduce either patents
or a sui generis system of PVP or both. A sui generis (of its
own kind) system of protection is a special system adapt-
ed to a particular subject matter, as opposed to protection
provided by one of the main systems of intellectual prop-
erty protection, e.g. the patent or copyright system. A spe-
cial law for the protection of integrated circuits is an
example of a sui generis law. In this case, it means coun-
tries can make their own rules to protect new plant vari-
eties with some form of IP provided that such protection
is effective. The Agreement does not define the elements
of an effective system. In the last resort it is likely to be the
Appelate Body of the WTO Dispute Settlement Procedure
which will interpret the provision under the procedure for
the settlement of disputes . 

In most jurisdictions except the USA and more recent-
ly in Europe, plant varieties cannot be patented but as
noted above genes can be and in effect lead to plant
patents. It was because of their objections to patenting that
the Europeans developed an alternative for plant varieties,
plant breeders rights (PBRs), which became embodied in

the International Union for the Protection of New Varieties
of Plants (UPOV after its French title)115. This has now been
adopted by the industrialised countries, and is also being
adopted by an increasing number of developing countries.
The Europeans developed PBRs because plant breeders
found it difficult or impossible to meet two of the funda-
mental requirements of patent law: inventiveness, and a
written description of how to make and use. The UPOV
system, however, produces a quite strong IP regime for
plant varieties geared to institutional breeding, which may
not suit all countries. There is pressure now for patents to
be extended to plant varieties as well as PVP, and for PBRs
to become more patent-like in their conditions.

Under patent law there is no farmers exemption to
allow the use of farm-saved seed as allowed for in UPOV
(see Table A2). The International Plant Genetic Resources
Institute (IPGRI) notes that “Breeders and modern
biotechnology companies often perceive the farmers’
exemption as potentially reducing the profit, or the expec-
tation of profit. Consequently, there may be strong oppo-
sition on the part of breeders and modern biotechnology
companies to this exemption in countries where patent-
like protection for plant varieties is being considered”116.
IPGRI also says “There is not one ideal sui generis system
that will suit the needs of all countries”.

B. The Convention on Biological
Diversity (CBD)

Briefly, the CBD’s three objectives are: 

• the conservation of biological diversity; 

• the sustainable use of its components; and,

• the fair and equitable sharing of the benefits arising out
of the utilisation of genetic resources117.

The Convention brought genetic resources formally
under national sovereignty. It requires countries to take
measures to ensure the above and made access to these
resources subject to prior informed consent – of the state
rather than the community involved. And it envisages a
series of bilateral deals to do so. However, the CBD devel-
oped from a mentality which equated riches to be found
in compounds in plants with minerals in the ground. Some
developing countries felt they had undervalued wild bio-
diversity of use to developed countries and industries,
such as pharmaceuticals, which had been making use of
them in patented products bringing enormous returns.
Indeed, some accuse companies in industrialised coun-
tries of ‘biopiracy’ – arguing against the way they acquire
resources and traditional knowledge from developing
countries, use them in their R&D programmes, and
acquire patents and other IPRs on products developed, all



without compensating (compensatory justice) the
provider countries and communities (Box A1).

In the CBD, which the USA has signed but not ratified,
members agree to undertake to provide and/ or facilitate
access and transfer of technologies to other parties under
fair and most favourable terms. Such technologies include
biotechnology and others “that are relevant to the conser-
vation and sustainable use of biological diversity or make
use of genetic resources and do not cause significant dam-
age to the environment”. Access to such technologies must
be “on terms which recognise and are consistent with the
adequate and effective protection of intellectual property
rights”. Yet the parties to the treaty should also cooperate
to ensure that patents and other forms of IP “are support-
ive of and do not run counter to” the CBD’s objectives.
This reflects disagreement about whether or not IPRs sup-
port the CBD’s objectives, and implicitly accepts that con-
flicts may well arise between the IP regime and the CBD.

But for agriculture, the resource-mining, ‘winner-takes-

all’ mentality of the CBD pays scant attention to the unique
nature of agricultural genetic resources. These have been
developed by generations of farmers, exchanged and
mixed up around the globe for millennia. Indeed, ‘wild’
biodiversity rich countries like Brazil, which is strongly
pro-CBD, are agriculturally biodiversity poor, depending
for 95% of their food production on crops that came from
elsewhere. Many of the varieties and breeds developed
over millennia and giving rise to much agricultural biodi-
versity are threatened today118. 

A Biosafety Protocol to the CBD was negotiated, with
difficulty, to deal with cross-border movements of what it
calls living modified organisms (LMOs). Liability was one
of the most strongly contested issues in these negotiations
and finally a clause that was a fudge was agreed to allow
an overall agreement to be reached: 

“Article 27 Liability and redress: The Conference of the
Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to this Protocol
shall, at its first meeting, adopt a process with respect to
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Box A1. Biopiracy – the misappropriation of Traditional Knowledge

“Bio-piracy through IPRs has arisen as
a result of the devaluation and invisi-
bility of indigenous knowledge sys-
tems and the lack of existing
protection of these systems. The pro-
tection of indigenous knowledge sys-
tems as systems of innovation and
the prevention of piracy of biodiversi-
ty requires a widening of legal
regimes beyond the existing IPR
regimes such as patents”120 

“Bio-piracy” has been defined as the
process through which the rights of
indigenous cultures to genetic
resources and knowledge are “erased
and replaced for those who have
exploited indigenous knowledge and
biodiversity”121. In fact, a large number
of patents have been granted on
genetic resources and knowledge
obtained from developing countries,
without the consent of the possessors
of the resources and knowledge. There
has been extensive documentation of
IPP being sought over resources “as
they are”, without further improve-
ment (eg, US patents on quinoa, a
food grain from the Andes granted to
researchers of the Colorado State
University, and another on ayahuasca,
a sacred and medicinal plant of the
Amazonia) and on products based on
plant materials and knowledge devel-
oped and used by local/indigenous

communities, such as the cases of the
neem tree, kava, barbasco, endod and
turmeric, among others122. 

Many of these patents have been
revoked by the competent national
authorities. The Council of Scientific
and Industrial Research (CSIR) from
India asked for a re-examination of a
US patent granted for the wound heal-
ing properties of turmeric. The US
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
revoked this patent after ascertaining
that there was no novelty; the innova-
tion having been used in India for cen-
turies. In early 2000, the patent
granted to WR Grace Company and US
Department of Agriculture on neem
was also revoked by the European
Patent Office on the grounds of its use
having been known in India. A reexam-
ination request for the patent on
Basmati rice lines and grains granted
by the USPTO was also made by the
CSIR123.

The US government says: 

“Informal systems of knowledge
often depend upon face-to-face com-
munication, thereby limiting access to
the information to persons in direct
contact with one another. The public
at large does not benefit from the
knowledge nor can the knowledge be
built upon. In addition, if information

is not written down, that information
is completely inaccessible to patent
examiners everywhere as prior art
when they are examining patent
applications. It is possible, therefore,
for a patent to be issued claiming as
an invention technology that is
known to a particular indigenous
community. The fault lies not with the
patent system, however, but with the
inaccessibility of the knowledge
involved beyond the indigenous com-
munity. The US patent granted for a
method of using turmeric to heal
wounds, referred to during India’s
intervention in June 1999 and again
in October 1999, is an example of a
patent issued because prior art refer-
ences were not available to the exam-
iners. In that instance, however; the
patent system worked as it should.
The patent claim was cancelled based
on prior art presented by a party that
requested re-examination”124.

However, as Alex Wijeratna from
Action Aid reportedly said “It is very
expensive to oppose patents in this
way. Litigation and similar actions
favour the rich at the expense of the
poor.”125

Box adapted from Correa C M (2001) Traditional
Knowledge and Intellectual Property – Issues and
options surrounding the protection of traditional
knowledge. Geneva: Quaker UN Office, available
on www.quno.org (Geneva pages)
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the appropriate elaboration of international rules and pro-
cedures in the field of liability and redress for damage
resulting from transboundary movements of living modi-
fied organisms, analysing and taking due account of the
ongoing processes in international law on these matters,
and shall endeavour to complete this process within four
years”.

It is up to individual countries to decide on their own
internal liability regimes for nationally developed and
used LMOs. The various approaches are being surveyed to
provide a background for discussion on this provision.
Some African countries have proposed rules on transbor-
der movements that foresee strict liability, compensation
and restitution as far as possible should there be damage.
These were based on the rules developed by the
International Law Commission. 

This area is full of thorny questions – on the areas cov-
ered by the liability regime – the environment, eg damage
to biodiversity, and human health; how to define the dam-
age; who is liable – importer, exporter, producer. Where
does responsibility lie – with the developers or, if they
have followed state approved regulatory procedure, then
is it the state? Also the time that might be needed before
subtle but damaging effects emerge may make attribution
of cause difficult – so what, if any should be the period of
limitation for any liability – 30, 50, 100 years or what?
However, LMOs for pharmaceutical use for humans are
not covered by the Protocol. This may be important as
attempts are made to use crops as producers of vaccines
for humans – as controversy exists over their potential to
cause environmental damage119

C. The International Treaty on Plant
Genetic Resources for Food and
Agriculture (ITPGRFA)

After the CBD came into force, members formally recog-
nised that the special needs of plant genetic resources for
food and agriculture required distinctive solutions, and at
a subsequent Conference of the Parties (COP) supported
the renegotiation of the existing International Undertaking
on Plant Genetic Resources for food and agriculture (IU)
at to bring it into harmony with the CBD under the aus-
pices of  the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the UN
(FAO). The IU was premised on germplasm of food and
agricultural crops and forages as a common heritage of
humankind which, to be safeguarded and developed,
needed to be shared for everyone’s benefit. It also recog-
nised that most PGRFA is the result of germplasm devel-
opment in multiple countries and continents. For
example, maize originated in Mexico but has subsequent-
ly developed in all parts of the world. The renegotiations
took over seven years and finally led to the International

Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for Food and
Agriculture (ITPGRFA) agreed in Rome at the FAO confer-
ence in November 2001. 

The Treaty covers all PGRFA but for a limited number
of some of the most important crops and forages for food
security and interdependence, creates a mechanism that
recognises the multi-country origins of these resources
and so avoids the high and almost impossible to calculate
transaction costs involved in bilateral agreements for the
exchange of breeding material for food crops. It establish-
es a multilateral system to facilitate access and benefit
sharing for some the most important crops and forages for
food security - some 35 crop genera and 29 grass and for-
age species, which together account for about 80% of the
dietary energy of the world’s population. It aims to facili-
tate exchange of these materials through this multilateral
system which will use a standard material transfer agree-
ment (MTA), a special form of agreement as required by
the CBD for any genetic resource exchanges. Such
exchanges are a necessity for future breeding work by sci-
entists and farmers. The Treaty also includes the ex situ
collections of the International Agricultural Research
Centres (IARCs) belonging to the Consultative Group on
International Agricultural Research (CGIAR). The Treaty
could be a model for further agreements to cover other
genetic resources for food and agriculture e.g. livestock, as
many breeds have been lost and others are threatened
with extinction.

The Treaty includes provisions on IPRs in Articles 12
and 13. It declares in article 12.3 d) that “Recipients shall
not claim any intellectual property or other rights that limit
the facilitated access to the plant genetic resources for
food and agriculture, or their genetic parts or components,
in the form received from the Multilateral System”.
However, should any germplasm be taken out of the MLS
through having patents taken out on it then this would
create a loss to society as a whole that should be compen-
sated by payment into a fund to promote the use of genet-
ic resources. Considerable work remains to be done to
determine exactly how these provisions of the treaty will
be implemented and what proportion of royalties should
be returned to the funding mechanism.  

This is true also for Farmers’ Rights, which the treaty
recognises in Article 9 but leaves to parties to realise under
national law. Governments should include at least three
measures in their attempts to promote Farmers’ Rights
according to Article 9.2:
• protection of traditional knowledge relevant to plant

genetic resources for food and agriculture;

• the right to equitably participate in sharing benefits aris-
ing from the utilisation of plant genetic resources for
food and agriculture;

• the right to participate in making decisions, at the
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national level, on matters related to the conservation
and sustainable use of plant genetic resources for food
and agriculture.

D. The International Union for the
Protection of New Varieties of Plants
(UPOV) 

The International Union for the Protection of New
Varieties of Plants (UPOV) adopted its first Convention in
1961 after four years of meetings between various
European states. It has been revised three times since in
1972, 1978 and 1991. The main aims of the Convention are
to promote the protection of the rights of breeders of new
plant varieties for the development of agriculture. The
modification of the Convention in 1991 sought to maintain
the effectiveness of breeders’ rights in the face of changing
technologies. This led to the introduction of stronger terms
which are now the only terms under which new members
may join. A key addition was designed to prevent genetic
engineers from adding single genes to existing varieties
and exploiting the modified variety with no recognition of

the contribution of the breeder of the existing variety.
Such modified varieties are now seen as ‘essentially
derived’ varieties and may not be exploited without the
consent of the original breeder.

E. The World Intellectual Property
Organisation (WIPO)

WIPO is the specialised UN agency ‘to promote the pro-
tection of intellectual property throughout the world
through cooperation among States and, where appropri-
ate, in collaboration with any other international organiza-
tion’126. Developments here could provide the basis for
additional issues to be included in the TRIPS Agreement.
An Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property
and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and
Folklore (IGC) was set up in 2001 to consider the difficult
issues arising in those areas. This will discuss IP in relation
to access to genetic resources and benefit sharing, the pro-
tection of traditional knowledge and expressions of folk-
lore. Following two meetings of the committee in 2001,
the WIPO secretariat is preparing model IPR clauses for

126Article 3, Convention Establishing WIPO. 14.07.67

Table A2.  Comparison of UPOV provisions vs patents 

Source: See note 112

Provision

Protection coverage

Requirement

Protection term

Protection scope

Breeders’ exemption

Farmers’ privilege

Prohibition of double
protection

UPOV 1978 Act  

As many plant genera and species ‘as
possible’. Minimum of 5 on joining and of
24 after 8 years

Novelty (variety must not have been
commercialised)

Distinctness

Sufficient Uniformity having regard to the
particular features of variety’s propagation

Stability

Minimum 15 years (18 years for trees and
vines)

Production for commercial purposes and
offering for sale and marketing of
propagating material of the variety

Yes

Minimum scope of protection allows a
farmer’s privilege

Any species eligible for PBR protection can
not be patented

UPOV 1991 Act

Minimum of 5 on joining. 10 years later, must
protect all plant genera and species

Novelty (variety must not have been
commercialised)

Distinctness

Sufficient Uniformity having regard to the
particular features of variety’s propagation

Stability

Minimum 20 years (25 years for trees and vines)

Commercial transactions with propagating
material. Harvested material protected only if
produced from propagating material without
breeder’s permission and if breeder had no
reasonable chance to exploit his right over it

Yes. Essentially derived varieties can only be
marketed with the agreement of the breeder

Each member State can define a farmer’s
privilege suitable for its conditions

The Act is silent on this question;  countries may
choose to exclude plant varieties from patent
protection

Patent Law

Inventions

Novelty (invention
must not have been
published)

Non-obviousness
(inventiveness)

Industrial applicability
(usefulness)

Minimum 20 years
(TRIPS)

Making, using, selling
patented product;
using patented
process

No

No

Many countries
exclude plant vari-
eties, as such, from
patent protection
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contractual agreements on access and benefit sharing
(ABS) – although these will need to take into account both
the CBD code and the ITPGRFA. They are also working on
documenting public domain TK to ensure patent examin-
ers can use them to prevent misappropriation of this
knowledge, as has happened on a number of well-publi-
cised occasions and given rise to concern in developing
countries about biopiracy – the unauthorised commercial
exploitation of the knowledge and resources of tradition-
al and indigenous communities in developing countries127. 

Although the IGC is most directly concerned with
genetic resources and traditional farming communities,
other deliberations in WIPO could affect the bigger picture

in the use of IP and remove the apparent flexibilities nego-
tiated into TRIPS, for example through moves to har-
monise requirements in national patent regimes.
Harmonisation would make the patent system of countries
more like each other in terms of administrative procedures
and rules, enforcement standards and substantive law.

A final area where WIPO may affect the nature of IP in
low- and middle-income countries is through the technical
assistance provided to countries to help them frame their
laws and develop expertise in these areas. There have
been concerns raised by those outside WIPO that this is
too narrowly focussed and has not supported countries
enough in using the flexibilities contained with TRIPS128.

127See note 113
128MSF et al meeting, Geneva, 28.03.02
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Annual funding for agricultural research grew quite
rapidly in industrialised countries after the second
world war but these rates have fallen considerably

since the early 1980s129. About half of agricultural R&D is
now financed from the private sector in the OECD coun-
tries, whereas the figure for overall scientific R&D funding
is about 75% private and 25% public. The public sector has
tended to focus more on farm-level technologies to
increase agricultural productivity than the private sector,
which focuses more on food and kindred products and
animal health and agrochemicals. In 1993, for example,
about 12% of private R&D was focussed on farm level
technologies, compared to 80% for publicly funded R&D.
More recently, the focus of publicly funded research has
shifted from enhancing agricultural production to includ-
ing more post harvest and food safety concerns according
to work by the International Food Policy Research
Institute. It showed there has also been a move away from
public funding for applied agricultural research in some
developed countries, notably the USA, UK and the
Netherlands, with that being left to the private sector, and
a greater focus on basic research. In the USA, the focus of
private agricultural R&D has changed from agricultural
machinery and post-harvest food-processing research
(about 80% of the total in 1960) towards plant breeding
and veterinary and pharmaceutical research. Just three
countries - the USA, Japan and Germany – account for 70%
of the chemical research related to agriculture. 

The poorer countries now account for about half of
publicly funded agricultural R&D. Between 1971-91,
research expanded most rapidly in East Asia and the
Pacific Rim countries, including China, West Asia and
North Africa but much more slowly in Sub-Saharan Africa
and Latin America and the Caribbean regions. More
recently similar factors to those in the OECD countries
may have led to reductions in these growth rates.

A International agricultural research 

For over 30 years there has been an international effort to
generate freely shared agricultural research results that
could be used by researchers in poorer countries to bene-
fit their farmers, especially poor farmers. This was largely
done through 16 International Agricultural Research
Centres (IARCs) which operate under the Consultative
Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR).
They receive about $340 million per year from an ad hoc
group of 58 donors. This is about 4 per cent of total pub-
lic spending on agricultural research worldwide. 

The issue of how to handle IP has divided the IARCs
for years130. The International Maize and Wheat Research

Institute (CIMMYT), for example, published its IP policy in
spring 2000, which accepted patent usage as a last resort -
and has received strong NGO criticism for doing so131. The
Centre has found that dealing with IP has taken up more
time over the past 10 years and is considering hiring an IP
manager. These issues do not just divide members of the
CGIAR system but all the stakeholders involved, as is illus-
trated in the latest, non-consensus, report of the multi-
stakeholder dialogue Crucible II group132. 

Their concerns have been driven by developments in
biotechnology, Plant Variety Protection PVP (such as plant
breeders rights) and patenting, rather than other areas of
IP such as copyright, although this does have implications
for the costs of and access to databases and publications133.

The IARCs’ work has largely been built on cooperative,
sharing of materials and results not legalistic and compet-
itive activities, which the moves to more proprietary sci-
ence appear to fuel. Some want them to patent as a
defence against their work being taken over by others.
Others question how far the Centres can patent defensive-
ly, in which countries or how far they can use patented
technology as a bargaining chip with private companies –
as they lack the assets to join the big league biotech
spenders. Similar questions arise for research in many
poor countries. The Centres’ spending on biotech research
is a tiny fraction of that spent by the private sector - around
$25-30 million annually compared to industrial companies
spending probably hundreds of times that ($10 bn in 1998
in US alone according to Ismail Serageldin, former chair of
the CGIAR). The Centres’ legal capacity to defend patents
are minimal and patents are useless unless you can afford
to defend them from infringement. Infringements so far
have largely been identified by small NGOs who have
used publicity to try to reverse some, and helped mobilise
developing countries governments to defeat others.
Litigation costs are high and will almost certainly detract
from the basic work the Centres are supposed to do. 

A1 Genebanks and IPRs
The CGIAR system also manages a global network of
genebanks. The IARCs hold about 600,000 accessions in
their various genebanks, mostly collected before the
Convention on Biological Diversity came into force. It is
about 40 per cent of the global total and is the largest col-
lection of such material. It is formally held in trust by the
CGIAR for the benefit of humankind through an agree-
ment made with FAO in 1994. The collections may now be
covered by the new International Treaty on Plant Genetic
Resources for Food and Agriculture (ITPGRFA) if the indi-
vidual IARCs become Parties to the Treaty. 

Currently, no IPRs can be taken out on the germplasm

129Pardey P G and Beintema N M (2001) Slow Magic:
Agricultural R&D A Century After Mendel Washington DC:
International Food Policy Research Institute.
http://www.ifpri.org/pubs/pubs.htm#fpr
130Bragdon S H and Downes D R (1998) Recent policy
trends and developments related to the conservation, use
and development of genetic resources, IPGRI: Issues in

Genetic Resources No 7
131RAFI Geno-Types (2000) The Spill out from CIMMYT's
Revised Patent Policy. See note 113 
132The Crucible II Group (2000) Seeding Solutions, Vol 1.
Policy options for genetic resources: People, Plants and
Patents revisited. IDRC, IPGRI and Dag Hammarskjold
Foundation

133See note 5 

Annex 2: Agricultural research and development
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134Blakeney M (2001/2) Intellectual Property Rights and
Food Security in Bio-Science Law Review 4 5, p 5
135Riley K (2000) Effects of IPR Legislation on the Exchange
and Use of Plant Genetic Resources. Dresden: GFAR,
Dresden. http://www.egfar.org
136Personal communication, May 2000
137Cary Fowler C. (2000) Implementing Access and Benefit-

Sharing Procedures under the Convention on Biological
Diversity: The Dilemma of Crop Genetic Resources and the
Origins. Dresden: GFAR, http://www.egfar.org
138See note 95

in these genebanks, and bilateral material transfer agree-
ments (MTAs) are used when the material is supplied
imposing these conditions. However, there have been
cases of this requirement being ignored. "The status of the
CGIAR collections and their continued availability to assist
the guarantee of food security in the South has been
imperilled by the availability of intellectual property pro-
tection to permit privatisation of this germplasm", accord-
ing to Michael Blakeney134.

The introduction of PVP mainly benefits commercial
breeders. In the USA, public sector breeding programmes
have found it harder to get materials from companies
which has interfered with their ability to release new lines
and train students135. Tim Reeves, director of CIMMYT, also
says that the expansion of PBRs is leading to some collab-
orators no longer sending their best lines for use in the
breeding programmes, but the second best.136 Since the
breeding programmes work by many partners exchanging
material, everyone normally gets much more out of them
than they put in, but if the quality of what is put in goes
down, everyone will suffer. This would affect low- and
middle-income countries most since a study of germplasm
flows over a 20 year period found that these countries are
net recipients of germplasm from CGIAR genebanks and
averaged a ratio of 60:1 in terms of samples received to
samples donated to CGIAR gene banks. For improved
materials generated by the research programmes in the
centres, the ratio went up to 200:1. Much of the CGIAR-
held materials is distributed within the region where it was
collected and more went to low- and middle-income
countries than industrialised countries, with minor

amounts going to the private sector137.

A2 Freedom to operate
Many IARCs and national researchers in low- and middle-
income countries operate in territories where the products
and US or European patented research processes and
products they might want to use are not subject to patents.
This may be because patents have not been applied for
there or because the subject matter is not patentable in
that jurisdiction. In this case there is no legal barrier to
using them, although they may not be obtainable from the
patent holder. Even where they are patented, they may
wish to use them on crops or for purposes that commer-
cial companies have no interest in. It is important for these
researchers to have the ability to use the full range of
research tools and products they need in their work. 

Too often patenting practice in the USA is seen as the
system to emulate, or the one that has to be adopted by
other countries. However US patent practice has seen the
loosening of definitions on inventive step, discovery and
industrial application, plus an apparent willingness to
leave it to the courts to decide the validity of patents. US
practice is fuelling concern and resentment globally about
the acquisitive tactics of US firms and prompting industry
to drive European, Japanese and other industrialised
country governments to follow suit. Biotechnology is seen
largely as an industrial competition issue, with the USA,
EU and Japan each determined to be a major player in the
industry. But in the ‘winner takes all’ game of patents,
where the USA already has a major lead, the EU and Japan
could well lose, leading them to depend on licenses from
the USA and a steady stream of royalty flows to there.138


